A portable, application-specific USB autorun device, following connection to a computer terminal, automatically initialises or presents itself as a known type of device and then automatically sends to the terminal a sequence of data complying with a standard protocol, that sequence of data automatically causing content to be accessed or a task to be initiated. The device (i) includes a standardised USB module that includes a USB microcontroller, the standardised module being designed to be attached to or embedded in multiple types of different, application specific packages but (ii) excludes mass memory storage for applications or end-user data.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pizza &amp; Bread</th>
<th>Pizza &amp; Chicken</th>
<th>Chicken Caesar Salad</th>
<th>4 Buffet Chicken Wings or Fingers, Rice, and a Large Coke</th>
<th>Side Stuff</th>
<th>Dessert</th>
<th>$999.00</th>
<th>$999.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Medium 1-Topping Pizza</td>
<td>1 Large 3-Topping Pizza</td>
<td>One Large Deluxe 1-Topping Pizza</td>
<td>Deluxe Boneless Double Cheeseburger Combo</td>
<td>FREE</td>
<td>FREE</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>$3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/S Deal</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$5.19</td>
<td>$5.19</td>
<td>$5.19</td>
<td>$5.19</td>
<td>$5.19</td>
<td>$5.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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USB AUTORUN DEVICE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention

The field of the invention is Universal Serial Bus (USB) Autorun devices.

[0002] 2. Technical Background

USB is a serial bus standard; devices connecting using the USB standard must have a physical connector that conforms to the standard: there are currently many applicable plug designs (e.g. Series A, Series B, Mini A, Mini B); the USB standard also evolves to cover new plug designs.

[0003] The term ‘USB autorun device’ refers to a USB human interface device (HID) Keyboard autorun device, such as that described in WO2007/004392 A1 or a USB compact disc (CD) emulator autorun device.

[0004] Universal Serial Bus Human Interface Device Class

Universal Serial Bus (USB) human interface device (HID) is a device class definition of USB devices. This device class consists of human interface devices such as computer keyboards, computer mice, game controllers, and alphanumeric display devices. The USB HID class is defined in a number of documents provided by the USB Implementers Forum (USB-IF) Device Working Group. The primary document used to describe the USB HID class is the Device Class Definition for HID 1.1, available from http://www.usb.org/developers/devclass_docs/HID1_11.pdf.

[0005] The USB HID class describes devices used with nearly every modern computer. Many predefined functions exist in the USB HID class. These functions allow hardware manufacturers to design a product to USB HID class specifications and expect it to work with any software that also meets these specifications.

[0006] The USB HID class specifications allow for a myriad of other devices under the USB HID class. Some examples are automobile simulation controllers, exercise machines, telephony devices, audio controls, and medical instrumentation. Any device can be a USB HID class device as long as a designer meets the USB HID class logical specifications. This is not to say that there is no need to ship drivers for these devices, nor that an operating system will immediately recognize the device. This only means that the device can declare itself under the human interface device class.

[0007] One of the benefits of a well-defined specification like the USB HID class is the abundance of device drivers available in most modern operating systems. The USB HID class devices and their basic functions are defined in USB-IF documentation without any specific software in mind. Because of these generic descriptions, it is easy for operating system designers to include functioning drivers for devices such as keyboards, mice, and other generic human interface devices. The inclusion of these generic drivers allows for faster deployment of devices and easier installation by end-users.

[0008] The USB human interface device class can be used to describe both device and interface classes. The interface class is used when a USB device can contain more than one function. It is possible, therefore, to have USB devices with two different interfaces at the same time (e.g. a USB telephone may use a HID keypad and an audio speaker). The interface classes are also defined with subclass descriptors. The subclass descriptor is used to declare a device bootable. A bootable device meets a minimum adherence to a basic protocol and will be recognized by a computer BIOS. BIOS stands for Basic Input/Output System. BIOS refers to the software code run by a computer when first powered on. The primary function of the BIOS is to prepare the machine so other software programs stored on various media (such as hard drives, floppies, and CDs) can load, execute, and assume control of the computer. This process is known as booting up. BIOS can also be said to be a coded program embedded on a chip that recognizes and controls various devices that make up the computer. The term BIOS is specific to personal computer vendors.

[0009] Each USB HID interface communicates with the host using either a control pipe or an interrupt pipe. Both IN and OUT control transfers are required for enumeration; only an IN interrupt transfer is required for HID reports. OUT interrupt transfers are optional in HID class devices. An interrupt is an asynchronous signal from hardware indicating the need for attention or a synchronous event in software indicating the need for a change in execution. A hardware interrupt causes the processor to save its state of execution via a context switch, and begin execution of an interrupt handler. Software interrupts are usually implemented as instructions in the instruction set, which cause a context switch to an interrupt handler similarly to a hardware interrupt. Interrupts are a commonly used technique for computer multitasking, especially in real-time computing. Such a system is said to be interrupt-driven.

[0010] The host periodically polls the device’s interrupt IN endpoint during operation. When the device has data to send it forms a report and sends it as a reply to the poll token. Common devices such as keyboards and mice send reports that are well-defined by the manufacturer. When a vendor makes a custom USB HID class device, the reports formed by the device need only match the report description given during enumeration and the driver installed on the host system. In this way it is possible for the USB HID class to be extremely flexible.

[0011] USB HID Keyboard Autorun Device

This device automatically provides input data equivalent to that typed into a computer keyboard when the device is plugged into the USB port of a computer. An example is a webkey which is a USB key that stores a website address. When the webkey is connected to the computer’s USB port, it automatically opens a pre-programmed web page by automatically performing a sequence of keystrokes.

USB CD Emulator Autorun Device

This device, when plugged into the USB port of a computer, automatically provides input data equivalent to that taken from a computer CD drive. By storing autorun file data (i.e. by presenting an autorun.inf to the OS), a USB CD emulator autorun device can be used to automatically open a program or run a shell command. An example is a webkey which is a USB key that stores a website address. When the webkey is connected to the computer’s USB port, it automatically opens a pre-programmed web page.

Autorun Files

[0017] Autorun.inf is an instruction file associated with the Windows Autorun function. An autorun.inf file is a text-based configuration file stored on a CD that tells the operating system which operations to perform on insertion of the CD, which executable to start, which icon to use, and so on.
There are many and varied tasks that can be initiated and content that can be accessed using a personal computer, either locally or remotely via a network. Current options for accessing these tasks or content are typically performed by the user navigating through or interacting with the PC operating system (OS) or a software application using generic input apparatus such as a keyboard and mouse. These navigations and interactions can be complex and lengthy, making them hard to remember, and they are often an abstract set of user actions that have no direct representational relationship to the task or content.

The typical options for accessing tasks or content on a PC using the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the OS, as described above, present several problems to the user; certain tasks are hard to remember, non-descriptive and non-portable. The user faces increased difficulty when using a PC if he is not familiar with, such as a friend’s computer or one set up for multiple users, such as a computer in a public place, for example an airport. Further, a non-computer-literate user (for example a child, an old person, or a technophobe) cannot be expected to manage complex interactions to get to a task, such as navigating to a URL, but may be quite happy to interact once they are there—they understand the value in the task, not the complicated process to get to it. An example of the problem stated above is:

A user is unable to access their web-mail easily, particularly a new subscriber, because they have to remember a long sequence of actions, such as the correct website URL, their username and password. A typical set of tasks for this function is too complex to be readily remembered by a user—

- Select a text based menu item from a set of drop-down menus within the OS to start a browser application;
- Type in a URL address in the form of a text string;
- Enter a username and password;
- Navigate the login page;

A secondary problem that has been identified is that most interactive peripheral hardware such as application-specific input devices usually requires a second step after physically connecting to a computer, such as installing a driver or software. So in cases where application-specific input devices have been created, they are often complicated to set up and are not very portable—being unable to operate with computers that do not have the required drivers or software.

Existing solutions that relate to the problems outlined above are:

- Compact Disks (CD) with autorun files (for example, a CD business card) that automatically launches an application or setup wizard on the CD
- “Hotkeys”, such as those found on certain ‘Logitech’ USB keyboards or other PC peripherals, that can perform a series of tasks or actions from a single key press.
- Programmable Keyboard-Macro devices that can be user-programmed with key sequences for example, PI Engineering’s X-Key range of products (refer to U.S. Pat. No. 4,964,075).
- USB mass storage devices with specific files or software preinstalled, (such software needing to be manually selected and run by an operator) offering physical and portable access to predefined, or user-defined content. It is also possible to include an ‘autorun’ file on a USB drive: a user typically plugs a USB drive into a PC and the USB automatically generates data that emulates the operation of a CD. But it is possible to block this kind of CD emulation at the operating system level (and for security reasons, e.g. reducing the risk of a viral infection, blocking could become increasingly common).

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

The invention is a portable, application-specific USB autorun device operable to communicate with a computer terminal such that, following connection to the terminal, the device automatically initialises or presents itself as a known type of device and then automatically sends to the terminal a sequence of data, the data complying with a standard protocol, that sequence of data automatically causing content to be accessed or a task to be initiated;

wherein the device (i) includes a standardised USB module that includes a USB microcontroller, the standardised module being designed to be attached to or embedded in multiple types of different, application specific packages but (ii) excludes mass memory storage for applications or end-user data.

In one implementation, the first predefined sequence of data are keycodes, the keycodes complying with the human interface device (HID) keyboard standard protocol.

Alternatively, the device can automatically initialise or present itself as a CD drive.

The USB autorun module can, in one implementation, be a USB IC module. In another implementation, it can be a USB Integrated Circuit Card module.

Other implementation features are:

- The data automatically sent from the device to the terminal causes a URL to be sent by that terminal to open a specific website address. A unique user ID and password (or passcode) can be appended to the URL and passed as parameters to a web server, so that the user can be identified.
- The physical shape or marking of the packaging or housing of the device represents or is associated with the single application that the device perform. The packaging or housing is small enough to be held in a hand and readily inserted into a female USB socket on the terminal.
- The device is application-specific USB autorun device because it is designed for a single application; we will give a large number of examples of applications in this specification.

An implementation of the invention brings a number of important benefits to the user:

- The user has a physically descriptive object that represents the single, specific task or process that is initiated or implemented by the HID keycodes.
- The user no longer needs to remember or learn the complex actions that need to be performed in order to navigate to and run the content or carry out the task/process—he simply connects the device to the PC.
- The user can initiate or access the task/process from any personal computer terminal running common Operating System software, since the device does not require unique software or drivers because it autoruns.
- The device has no costly mass memory, it is far cheaper to manufacture than, for example, conventional USB based memory keys, which typically have between 64
MB to 1 GB of Flash memory. Because a single module can be used for a large variety of different applications, that also means that unit costs can be far lower than if the module were custom designed for a specific application.

Furthermore, where HID keyboard emulation is used, there is no risk of the operating system blocking operation, as may happen with conventional USB devices that emulate CDs.

The terminal could be, as noted above, a conventional PC (i.e., personal computer, including Apple Macintosh computer) but also a personal digital assistant (PDA), laptop computer, gaming console, portable gaming device, mobile telephone, smartphone, communicator, wireless information device, web browsing device, portable navigation device and indeed any other kind of electronic information terminal.

FIG. 21 is an example of a USB autorun device as a Toy. FIG. 22 shows intelligent business cards being automatically stored in the Googledex—with interactive cards that click through to application.

FIG. 23 shows parts of FIG. 22 in more detail. FIG. 24 is an example of a USB autorun device as an internet shopping coupon enabler. FIG. 25 shows examples of shopping coupons, which could be supplied by a USB autorun device as an internet shopping coupon enabler.

FIG. 26 is an example of a computer screen generated by a USB autorun device as an automatic parcel/shipment tracking key “AUTOTRACK KEY” (also includes “auto call-back key” concept). FIG. 27 is an example of a USB autorun device as an online credit card.

FIG. 28 is an example of a USB autorun device as an online Travel Card. FIG. 29 is an example of a USB autorun device as fast process to make purchases online. (“ZERO CLICK” PATENT or “ONE PUSH” PATENT or “AUTO-CART” PATENT or “AUTO FILL” or “PAYFAST” patent concept).

FIG. 30 is an example of a USB autorun device as method of payment online. FIG. 31 is a schematic example of a USB autorun device as key to facilitate digital rights management (DRM) (for purchase of and use of software, audio, video and print products).

FIG. 32 are example of DVD/book/music club key and subscription services which may be accessed using a USB autorun device.

FIG. 33 is an example of a USB autorun device in shape of a casino chip for gambling, gaming, or casino related applications.

FIG. 34 is an example of a USB autorun device incorporating a feature to auto-launch multiple URLs.

FIG. 35 is an example of a USB autorun device used for a product promotion.

FIG. 36 shows a diagram of the processes involved in a USB autorun device using one-time-only data.

FIG. 37 is an example of an embodiment of the invention for the application as a USB web-mail key

FIG. 38 is a block diagram showing the functional components of apparatus 102 of FIG. 1 in more detail.

FIG. 39 is a flow diagram showing the general sequence of events that occurs when apparatus 102 of FIG. 37 is connected to a PC so that a pre-programmed action is performed.

FIG. 40 shows an embodiment of the apparatus of the invention.

FIG. 41 is a block diagram showing the functional components of the apparatus 401 of FIG. 40.

FIG. 42 is a flow diagram showing the general sequence of events that occurs when apparatus 401 of FIG. 40 is connected to a PC.

FIG. 43 shows a toy which, when connected to a computer, opens an internet page containing the next episode of a web comic story.

FIG. 44 shows an “etch-a-sketch” style toy which, when connected to a computer, opens a standard drawing application and enables the user to create drawings using a simple interface on the toy.
FIG. 45 shows a USB storage apparatus which, when connected to a computer, automatically opens a file stored within memory held on the apparatus itself.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

An implementation of the present invention is called the ‘link-it’. The ‘link-it’ is a small USB device that automatically runs a task or content on a computer when plugged in. In its simplest form, it links a physical object directly to web content by automatically opening a URL such as a website address. The product removes huge barriers by linking the user directly to web content simply by plugging an object into the computer, using USB as the PC connection with which most users are familiar. As well as solving the key issue of accessibility, the ‘link-it’ offers many other features including identification, authentication and security, CRM tracking and physical interactivity.

The USB ‘link-it’ can be manufactured in volume for less than US$1. This makes the product a powerful low cost marketing and loyalty product that can be used in a number of vertical markets as a marketing device that can be given to users to provide easy access to a site and increase user loyalty.

The most widely used product that has turned the USB connection into a common user interface similar to the keyboard or mouse is the USB memory stick. Inevitably the link-it will be compared with this product. The perceived value of a USB memory stick is between $15 and $50. This price is driven almost entirely by the price of memory—the link-it is not a memory product and can therefore be made at a fraction of the cost, initially around $1.

The key technology features of the ‘link-it’ are:

- Autorun
- Identification
- Authentication and security
- Tracking
- Input and Output
- System Integration
- Direct URL Access

When a ‘link-it’ is inserted into a PC it automatically opens, or ‘autoruns’, a URL which links the user to web content. There are two autorun techniques that can be implemented in the ‘link-it’ USB device: USB HID keyboard emulation (USBHID) and USB CD drive emulation (USBCD). In the USBHID implementation the device appears to the PC as a standard plug ‘n’ play keyboard. On connection, the device automatically sends a series of keyboard commands to open the destination URL (e.g. http://www.amazon.co.uk). The website will then be displayed to the user in a web browser. The USBHID implementation has some advantages over the USBCD implementation, particularly as it offers continued input and output between the website and the device and is not blocked by Microsoft Vista. In the USBCD implementation the device appears to the PC as a standard plug ‘n’ play CD drive containing an autorun file (e.g. ‘autorun.inf’). On connection, the autorun file executes and automatically opens the destination URL (e.g. http://www.amazon.co.uk). The website will then be displayed to the user in a web browser. However, USBCD is incompatible with Microsoft Vista.

Identification

Data can be passed to a website through a URL and because each device can be programmed with a unique ID number, like a serial number, each ‘link-it’ product can be identified by the website’s server. It user information for a device is also held by the website then the ‘link-it’ can be used to identify a user too. A ‘link-it’ with a unique ID number would thus act a bit like a permanent and portable cookie. Whenever the ‘link-it’ is connected to a computer it autoruns and opens an internet URL with the ID number appended and passed as a parameter to the server (e.g. http://www.amazon.com/welcome.cgi?userid=1234)

The server would receive the passed ID number and look up the user in a database. A customised web page would be sent back to the browser. For example, the page might say, “Welcome back, John Smith!” and show the last items the user browsed. Such identification could also be implemented using an intermediary re-direct server that would verify the ID number and redirect to the correct web page for that ID. In this case the company would not need to change its system.

Authentication and Security

An additional level of security would be implemented by including a one-time-only passcode generator in the device; thus appending a unique passcode to the URL each time the ‘link-it’ is connected to a computer. This could be used if authentication or user login is required by a web service, such as authorising a music download or logging in to web-mail or an online store. Whenever the ‘link-it’ is connected to a computer it autoruns and opens an internet URL with an ID number and OTP passcode appended and passed as parameters to the web server. The server would use the ID to look up the sequence of numbers for that ID and identify the next expected passcode. If they match it securely links the user to the appropriate page. This would be invisible to the user. Such a system would prevent users from being reproduced and would ensure the web service could only be accessed using the device. An example sequence of generated URLs might be:

1st connection—https://www.amazon.com/login.cgi?userid=1234&passcode=2906
2nd connection—https://www.amazon.com/login.cgi?userid=1234&passcode=5789
3rd connection—https://www.amazon.com/login.cgi?userid=1234&passcode=8631
e... etc.

This level of security could also be implemented using an intermediary re-direct SSL server that would verify the user ID and OTP passcode and redirect to the correct web page for that user. In this case the company would not need to change its system and the user login URL would not be visible or accessible at any time. For example:

https://link-its.com/rd.php?ucode=1234&pcode=0467 might re-direct to... .
https://www.amazon.com/login.cgi?userid=j.smith&pswword=midas55

Tracking

The ‘link-it’ can be tracked from initial use through to repeated interaction with a company’s web content. It therefore offers new opportunities for companies to evaluate the success of their online services and enhance their CRM systems. To track the use of the ‘link-it’, the URL needs to contain something which identifies it as being from the ‘link-it’. This can be done in several ways, but most will use some form of identification as described above. Here are a few example scenarios.

Identification—Logged by Company Using ID Number

A unique ID stored on the link-it is sent as part of the URL. This is received by the company’s server and the use of
it is logged, the user is sent the appropriate page. The logs can be used to track usage of the link-it and the company could calculate its relationship to successful product transactions. Revenue could be based on successful transactions by checking against a log of the time, date and amount for each transaction.

2. Identification—Logged by Company Using Cookie

To enable easy integration with a company’s system, the link-it would store and send an existing identification format e.g. a cookie. Many websites retrieve an ID from a cookie on the user’s PC to identify the user. The link-it could send the cookie without being constrained to a specific PC. To track the use of the link-it the cookie must be identifiable as coming from the link-it and not a cookie on the PC. This would not matter if revenue came from introducing new users irrespective of their later method of access. However with minimal changes to the companies system, it may be possible to identify a ‘link-it originated’ cookie if the server could identify that it hadn’t made a request for that cookie.

3. Identification—Logged and Redirected by Intermediary Server

The link-it would autorun a URL, with an ID number appended, which would go to an intermediary server. The server would log the ID and redirect to the appropriate page. This is also a way to log the use of link-its, and for users to access the correct page for their specific ID, without changing the companies user ID format. This would be invisible to the user and very easy to log. No significant changes should be needed to the company’s system.

Input and Output (Physical Interactivity)

Various forms of input and output could be integrated into a ‘link-it’ product, from simple LEDs to low-cost actuators. Depending on the client’s needs, designs could be created that enable a greater or lesser degree of interactivity with the product. For example, an Amazon ‘link-it’ may have a ‘buy’ button that would move an item into the user’s basket; or a Disney toy may have articulated arms and legs that move in time with music from a website. Input and output on the ‘link-it’ would be achieved with common sensors and actuators, while input and output between the ‘link-it’ and the website would be achieved using the HID keyboard interface. The device would send keyboard commands to the browser to trigger different website events and the website would send keyboard commands to the device to cause the product to behave in some way.

Communication between the website and the ‘link-it’ would offer new and exciting interactive possibilities.

System Integration

An important feature of the ‘link-it’ technology is that it can be easily integrated with a customer’s existing back-end system. Whether linking to a simple website address, passing a ‘link-it’ ID to a server, or integrating with an existing cookie system the ‘link-it’ should require few changes or additions to the customer’s website.

For more advanced market applications such as those that require authentication, and where back-end changes may initially cause complications, an intermediary server could be used to re-direct the ‘link-it’ to the destination web page. The re-direct server could be hosted by the customer or be offered as an external service.

Re-Direct Server Details

The server application manages a database of client URLs and perform a redirecting function. It will receive URLs (which will include an ID number) from USB devices and re-direct to client URLs. Its main function will be to manage the connections between the USB device URLs and the associated client URLs. It will also include ways of adding/amending to the database as well as interfaces for viewing information about the data, such as use statistics. The server application will manage the redirecting process between a USB device URL and the end client URL. It will run on a server and will integrate with a database containing all of the information necessary to perform the redirects. The Server Application also includes data capture so that tracking and statistics can be enabled.

For each end client URL, there will be a set of information in the database relating to a client, job, and the number of products associated with that job. Along with this information, there will be a further set of data relating to the batches of devices, including their batch codes and ID numbers. There may also be other information stored, such as passwords, which might be used for additional services such as web portals for viewing information relating to the use of the device.

Table 1.1 shows the client, job and destination URL information needed in the database. The example given here shows two separate campaigns or jobs for the client Lexus. Each job has a unique reference and a destination URL. Batches of products can then be requested within that job reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End-client Job reference</th>
<th>Job destination url (including optional cgi path)</th>
<th>Job start id</th>
<th>Job</th>
<th>Job batch number</th>
<th>Job batch size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEXUS LSH08</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lexus.com/models/LSh/">http://www.lexus.com/models/LSh/</a></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LX07</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lexus.com/models/LXtrk.cgi?id=">http://www.lexus.com/models/LXtrk.cgi?id=</a></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>10000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[0136] The job destination URL may include an optional CGI path. This could be used by a client to receive device ID numbers. If a CGI path is specified then a job start ID will need to be supplied. The start ID will be the ID passed to the client URL by the first device in that job. All subsequent devices will pass an ID number incrementing from this start ID.

[0137] The information shown above in Table 1.1 is related to the client and job. Table 1.2 shows further data associated to the client jobs but this time the data relates to the actual batches of Visible Computing devices, and includes the batch codes and device ID numbers.

**Table 1.2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB BATCH NUMBER</th>
<th>JOB BATCH PASSWORD</th>
<th>BATCH START ID</th>
<th>BATCH START QUANTITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 5000 default</td>
<td>AX12 1 5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 10000</td>
<td>U894 1 5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 10000 default</td>
<td>19KJ 1 5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 10000</td>
<td>19KJ 1 5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 15000 default</td>
<td>3DST 1 5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 15000</td>
<td>3DST 1 5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 15000</td>
<td>3DST 1 5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 15000</td>
<td>3DST 1 5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 15000</td>
<td>3DST 1 5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.3**

| TABLE 1.3 shows the final URLs stored in the devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BATCH START</th>
<th>BATCH END URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AX12 1 5000</td>
<td><a href="http://vcgw.net/AX12/trk.cgi?id=001388">http://vcgw.net/AX12/trk.cgi?id=001388</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U894 1 5000</td>
<td><a href="http://vcgw.net/U894/trk.cgi?id=001388">http://vcgw.net/U894/trk.cgi?id=001388</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19KJ 1 5000</td>
<td><a href="http://vcgw.net/19KJ/trk.cgi?id=001388">http://vcgw.net/19KJ/trk.cgi?id=001388</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH3E 1 5000</td>
<td><a href="http://vcgw.net/GH3E/trk.cgi?id=001388">http://vcgw.net/GH3E/trk.cgi?id=001388</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3DF 1 5000</td>
<td><a href="http://vcgw.net/S3DF/trk.cgi?id=001388">http://vcgw.net/S3DF/trk.cgi?id=001388</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3DF 1 5000</td>
<td><a href="http://vcgw.net/S3DF/trk.cgi?id=001388">http://vcgw.net/S3DF/trk.cgi?id=001388</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T74X 1 5000</td>
<td><a href="http://vcgw.net/T74X/trk.cgi?id=001388">http://vcgw.net/T74X/trk.cgi?id=001388</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DST 1 5000</td>
<td><a href="http://vcgw.net/3DST/trk.cgi?id=001388">http://vcgw.net/3DST/trk.cgi?id=001388</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0139] So in practice:

1. A user inserts a device which auto-launches a URL such as http://vcgw.net/GH3E/trk.cgi?id=000001.
2. The Visible Computing server application would receive the batch code and ID number and use them to search the database.
3. The server application would find the Job Reference and the associated Destination URL in the database. It would also find whether or not to pass an ID number to the Destination URL.
4. The server application would then redirect to the Destination URL and the web page would load in the user’s browser.

[0140] Product Variants

[0141] The manufacture will be undertaken in three phases that cover three planned variants. These phases are:

Phase 1

[0142] The aim of phase 1 is to bring a product to market in the shortest possible time and at the lowest cost. To achieve this we use a product that offers basic URL linking and identification. The USB module within this product is re-packaged for different applications and markets (e.g. assembled into new plastic mouldings).

Phase 2

[0143] The aim of phase 2 is to develop the technology toward a design that can better support a wide range of applications, has an improved mechanical design and has a cost reduction over phase 1. Key to achieving this phase is a low-cost, single USB IC solution. A USB module, not much larger than a USB connector, is based around this IC. This new design offers extended functionality, beyond URL linking and identification, such as OTO passcode security and device I/O.

Phase 3

[0144] The aim of phase 3 is to evolve the technology toward a smart card format (ICC) which will further broaden the range of possible applications and markets while at the same time creating further cost reductions and enabling high volume production. A low-cost USB card module is inserted into the standard card manufacturing process. The card format would offer an opportunity to create low-cost end products using just printing and die-cutting techniques, while also producing a component design that could be attached-to or embedded-in different packages for different applications and markets.

[0145] Detailed Operation of the Device

[0146] The apparatus initiates/accesses a task or content by automatically performing a pre-programmed action whenever the user connects the apparatus to the PC. Alternatively, the apparatus can perform the action by limited interaction with the user—requiring a two-step sequence. In this alternative embodiment, the user connects the apparatus to a PC, thus initiating a pre-programmed sequence of actions; and later presses a button on the apparatus to initiate a separate pre-programmed or alternatively user-programmed sequence.

[0147] In either event, the apparatus emulates a HID keyboard device and sends keycodes complying with the HID protocol to the PC. The Universal Serial Bus (USB) human interface device (HID) is a device class definition of USB devices. This device class consists of human interface devices
such as computer keyboards, computer mice, game controllers, and alphanumeric display devices. The USB HID protocol is defined in a number of documents provided by the USB Implementers Forum (USB-IF) Device Working Group. The primary document used to describe the USB HID class is the Device Class Definition for HID 1.11, available from:


The task or content is either accessed locally on the PC (for example, open a new email window using the PC’s default email application) or accessed remotely over a network (for example, stream an audio file over the internet from a remote server, via a unique reference or URL).

In the preferred embodiment, the pre-programmed sequence of actions initiating a task or accessing content is made up of a series of simulated user-keyboard events or keystrokes. These are sent as HID protocol Compliant keycodes in a sequence from the apparatus to the PC. The action either inputs directly to the PC’s operating system (for example, to open a URL using internet explorer) and/or controls a separate software application (for example, opening and initiating playback of a network audio file from within Windows media player) or performs data-entry functions (for example, entering a text string into a field on a form).

In a preferred embodiment, when the apparatus is connected to a PC it ‘initialises’, (e.g. emulates, simulates, presents itself or enumerates) as a standard ‘plug and play’ HID keyboard. After starting up correctly and establishing a connection, the apparatus sends a timed sequence of keycodes, simulating a specific sequence of (normally user-generated) keystrokes used to access the given task or content by a method determined by the operating system or application. The sequence of keycodes is acted upon by the PC operating system (or application) and the task is thus initiated or content accessed.

In a preferred embodiment, the method determined by the operating system would be a Command Line Interface built into the Operating System (OS) and into which commands can be entered in the form of text (that is, a sequence of typed characters) or a similar standard feature of the OS that enables direct access to programs, files, network paths and internet URLs via text based commands. On the Windows operating system, the Windows Run box is an example of this type of interface and is accessed by a sequence of keystrokes comprising ‘winkey’+‘R’. Therefore, in a preferred embodiment, the initial sequence of keycodes sent by the apparatus would be those for ‘winkey’ and ‘R’ key; this initial sequence being followed by a subsequent sequence of keycodes that would be entered into the Run box and which would initiate the task or access the content.

The method determined by the application would differ and would be dependent on the application but would also comprise a sequence of keycodes. The sequence of keycodes would be recognised by the application, which would perform the associated task or process.

In some embodiments the apparatus initialises to simulate more than one USB interface, for example, both as a human input device profile (HID) keyboard and a HID mouse. In these cases the keyboard interface is used to access the task or content; after which a combination of the keyboard interface profile and additional interface profiles will be used to control or interact with the task or content. For example, an ‘etch-a-sketch’ style drawing game/toy transmits keycodes, causing the operating system (OS) to open a drawing application such as Microsoft Paint; subsequently mouse events are transmitted from the apparatus, causing drawing actions within the application.

Thus the apparatus takes advantage of built-in components of commonly used operating systems, such components effectively comprising pre-installed driver applications with limited functionality. Because certain profiles such as the HID profiles mentioned above conform to agreed standards for communication, the apparatus, by communicating with a PC only according to the agreed standard, functions properly on a wide range of available PCs, even when the PCs have different operating system software such as MacOS or Windows.

Some examples of additional USB interfaces that use such standard system drivers are: pointer, mouse, joystick, gamepad, keyboard (HID); Audio; Mass Storage.

As an enhancement in some embodiments a basic form of bi-directional communication may be achieved as follows: When the apparatus initialises as a HID keyboard, the user strikes a ‘modifier’ or locking key such as NUM-LOCK and/or CAPSLOCK and/or SCROLLLOCK and/or KANALOCK on their PC keyboard. When these keys are pressed, data is sent from the PC to the keyboard indicating the state of these keys; this data is typically used to turn on/off LEDs on the keyboard. This data is normally sent to all keyboards connected to the PC; therefore if a user hits one such key on their PC keyboard, data is typically sent to the apparatus also. The data thus received from the PC causes the apparatus to perform an action. For example, the user presses NUMLOCK on their PC keyboard and a superhero toy connected to the PC initiates an animated sequence (the body parts of the toy start to move).

Software can also generate Locking Key events (i.e. software can simulate the pressing of a Locking Key). Therefore software can communicate to the apparatus using this method, without any user interaction needed. For example, a java applet in a web page could communicate with a superhero toy connected to the PC, initiating an animated sequence (the body parts of the toy start to move).

The apparatus connects to the PC using the Universal Serial Bus (USB) connection and protocol. USB is currently the most appropriate connection and communication system for the apparatus since it is commonly available, normally physically accessible and because it requires no user set-up when simulating a ‘plug and play’ HID device. The USB port is a familiar, common and easy-to-use connection point to which HID devices can be connected without the need of driver installation. Alternatively, the apparatus can connect using a wireless protocol such as Bluetooth or Zigbee but these methods currently impose certain limitations on the portability of the system because of the security inherent in these systems.

In a wireless embodiment, the apparatus includes both a USB connection and a wireless connection; the apparatus is first connected physically to the PC by the USB connection, initiating transmission of a sequence of keycodes that performs a ‘pairing’ operation between the apparatus and the PC; thus providing clearance for subsequent automatic wireless communication between the apparatus and the particular PC. Upon such subsequent wireless communication, the apparatus performs in a similar way to the embodiments described having physical connections. For example, by transmitting via the commonly available Bluetooth HID pro-
A card format device could be produced using the technologies and manufacturing techniques used for the production of IC cards (ICC), commonly referred to as smartcards or chip-cards. ICCs typically consist of a plastic card substrate with an embedded integrated circuit module; the embedded module being a complete IC and contact plate. Examples of ICCs in use are SIM cards and credit cards.

A module suitable for use in a USB autorun device could be produced using a USB microprocessor IC USB contacts, such as is shown in FIG. 1.

Device 2 (USB Autorun Device with Keypad for Secure Use)

For some applications, the USB autorun device is used to access a private or secure website or may pass user login information to a server. In such cases, an additional level of security could be added by integrating a keypad into the device, as shown for example in FIG. 2.

The keypad would be used to manually enter a PIN (personal identification number). If the correct PIN is entered the device would autorun, opening the URL on the computer. Thus, the website or login could only be accessed with the device in combination with the correct PIN.

Device 3 (USB Autorun Device with Fingerprint Recognition for Secure Use)

For some applications, the USB autorun device is used to access a private or secure website or may pass user login information to a server. In such cases, an additional level of security could be added by integrating a fingerprint scanner into the device, as shown for example in FIG. 3.

The scanner would be used to read the user’s fingerprint. If the correct fingerprint (e.g. matching data stored on the terminal or even the device itself) is recognised the device would autorun, opening the URL on the computer. Thus, the website or login could only be accessed with the device in combination with the user’s unique fingerprint.

Device 4 (USB Autorun Device Used to Access a User Customised or Personalised Website: Portable Cookie)

This device type is shown in FIG. 4. An internet cookie is a text file on a computer that contains one or more pieces of information. A web server sends a cookie to the user’s computer and the browser stores it. The browser then returns the cookie to the server the next time the page is loaded. The most common use of a cookie is to store a user ID. For example, the cookie might contain the following string: ID=12340987

Device 5 (USB Autorun Device Used as Smart Stationery/Paperclip: Link-Its)

The USB autorun device could be applied as a form of smart stationery, whereby a physical object, such as a printed document, could have a device temporarily attached to it that would autorun and open a URL when connected to a computer; an example is shown in FIG. 5. The URL could link to such things as a Word file on an FTP server, a web page, a presentation and so on. Examples of URLs that could be opened by the device are:

file://192.168.0.4/data/project_folder/agenda.doc
ftp://78.62.111.20/marketing/analysis_table.xls
http://www.visiblecomputing.com/aboutus.html

For example, when people share printed copies of a document they often want to give the recipient a reference to the digital version of the document. This reference is often the location of a folder on a local or network computer or the URL for an FTP server location. The reference is often given in writing or verbally. A USB autorun device, in the form of a smart paperclip for example, would allow the person to give a reference to the digital document in a more tangible and intuitive way. When the recipient of the document connects the smart paperclip to the USB port of his computer, the device would autorun and open the URL for the digital version of the document (e.g. file://192.168.0.4/data/project_folder/agenda.doc). The document would then open on the recipient’s computer. Thus, in use, a person receives a printed document with a smart paperclip device attached, connects

your computer’s hard disk. The next time you go to Amazon, the ID is sent back to the server. The server looks you up by your ID and customises the web page it sends back to you. The page might say, “Welcome back, John Smith!”

However, internet cookies are stored on your computer’s hard disk and so are only useful when you are using that specific computer. They can also be deleted.

A USB autorun device with a unique ID number would act as a permanent and portable cookie; an example is shown in FIG. 4. Whenever the USB autorun device is connected to a computer it autoruns and opens an internet URL. The ID number could be appended to the URL and passed as a parameter to the web server. An example of the full URL might be:

http://www.amazon.com/welcome.cgi?use-rid=12340987

The server would receive the passed ID number and look up the user in a database. A customised web page would be sent back to the browser. As before, the page might say, “Welcome back, John Smith!”

An ID number could be associated with an entry in the server database, containing the user’s information, in two ways.

1. The user’s information could be received and entered into the database before the user obtains the USB autorun device (e.g. they are given or sent the device when making a purchase in a store or online).

2. The user could obtain a USB autorun device with a unique device ID that is associated with an empty database entry. Thus, when the user uses the device for the first time the web page that loads would not be customised. The user would then fill out a form with their name and address. The server database would then be updated; the device ID would now be associated with the user’s information. The next time the device is used, a customised web page would load.

Device 6 (USB Autorun Device Used as Smart Stationery/Paperclip: Link-Its)
the device to the USB port of his computer and the digital version of the document automatically opens on his computer.

[0197] A user could ‘save’ a URL to a smart paperclip device in two ways:

[0198] 1. Software on the users computer could be used to electronically write a user defined URL to the device, for example by sending it via a generic H1D interface (the device would be a composite device with one USB interface used for the automation process and a second USB interface used to receive new URL data).

[0199] 2. A web application could be used to associate a unique ID for the paperclip device with a user defined URL (the association would be stored on a server database). The device would autonum the URL of the web application with the device ID appended (e.g. http://www.link-its/services/weblinker.php?id=12340987). On first connection, the user would enter a URL using the web application. On subsequent connections of the device, the web application would redirect to the target URL.

[0200] Device 6 (USB Autorun Device Used as a Smart Product/Clothes Tag)

[0201] The USB autorun device could be applied as a smart tag attached to a product or item of clothing by a manufacturer (or reseller); an example is shown in FIG. 6. A product or item of clothing could have a device temporarily attached to it that would autorun and open a URL when connected to a computer. The URL could link to the manufacturer's website, or an area of the site that specifically relates to the product/clothing or to a web service that the manufacturer wants to promote (e.g. electronic user-manuals, servicing/repair portals, related driver/software downloads, web games and experiences or online communities etc.)

[0202] For example, when a person purchases a branded product, such as Nike trainers, the manufacturer may want to encourage the customer to go to their website; the aim being to increase the customer's awareness of their products or perhaps to involve them in some kind of branded online experience, such as an online training tool. This is typically done using a written URL printed either on the products packaging or on a flyer. A USB autorun device, in the form of a smart product tag, would allow the manufacturer to give access to the online experience in a more tangible and intuitive way. When the customer connects the product tag to the USB port of his computer, the device would autorun and open the URL for the manufacturer's website or online experience, for example:


[0204] Thus, in use, a person buys a product, such as Nike trainers, with a smart tag attached; he detaches the tag and connects it to the USB port of his computer; whereupon a webpage automatically opens on his computer, enabling him to interact with a branded online experience.

[0205] Device 7 (USB Autorun Device Used as a Smart Purchase Receipt/Ticket)

[0206] The USB autorun device could be applied as a smart receipt or ticket when buying a product, such as a car, or making some other kind of purchase, such as booking a holiday or flight. An example is shown in FIG. 7. At the point of sale the customer would be given or sent a device that would autorun and open a URL when connected to a computer. An ID number would be appended to the URL and passed as a parameter to a web server so that the receipt could be identified. The URL would link directly to the seller's website (or an area of the site) that would give specific information relating to the user's purchase, such as order tracking information or after sales care, information and offers. An example of the full URL might be:

[0207] https://www.expedia.co.uk/holidays/track/agent.cgi?receiptid=12340987

[0208] For example, when a person purchases a holiday, they often want to check various types of information relating to their holiday in the period leading up to the departure date. They may want to view the hotel details, check flight numbers and departure times or find out about the local area. This is typically done using the travel agents website or customer service phone line, but can be a complicated process when trying to find all of the information relating to their specific holiday. The travel agent may also want to encourage the user to visit their website; the aim being to increase the customer's awareness of offers that relate to their holiday, such as car hire, or other holidays that may interest them in the future.

[0209] A USB autorun device, in the form of a smart purchase receipt, would allow the travel agent to give access to after sale information and offers in a more tangible and intuitive way. The customer would obtain the smart purchase receipt when purchasing the holiday. When the customer connects the smart purchase receipt to the USB port of his computer, the device would autorun and open a URL with an ID number appended. The URL would link directly to the travel agent's website and simultaneously pass an ID number to the server so that the receipt could be identified. The server would receive the passed ID number and look up the user in a database. A customised web page would be sent back to the user's browser containing various information specifically relating to his holiday, such as dates, departure times, hotel details, current weather information, car hire offers and so on.

[0210] Thus, in use, a person purchases a holiday and subsequently receives a smart purchase receipt; he connects it to the USB port of his computer; whereupon a customised webpage automatically opens on his computer, enabling him to view information relating to his specific holiday booking.

[0211] Device 8 (USB Autorun Device Used as a Gift Voucher/Token)

[0212] The USB autorun device could be applied as a gift voucher or token. An example is shown in FIG. 8. A voucher could be purchased that would autorun and open a URL when connected to a computer. The URL could link to an online store where the voucher could be redeemed; items being purchased up to the value of the voucher. An ID number could be appended to the URL and passed as a parameter to a web server so that the voucher could be identified, verified and its use tracked. An example of the full URL might be:


[0214] The voucher could have various designs and offer numerous possibilities to create a gift that was graphically rich, if in the form of a card for instance, or physically desirable.

[0215] For example, a person may wish to give a gift of digital media, such as music downloads, that are redeemable online. This is typically done using a unique code that is written in an email or on a printed voucher; the voucher code is given to the recipient and needs to be entered when purchasing from an online store. A USB autorun device, in the form of a gift voucher or token, would allow the person to give a gift of digital media in a more tangible way. When the
recipient of the gift voucher connects the device to the USB port of his computer, the device would autorun and open a URL with a voucher ID number appended. The URL would link directly to the online store and simultaneously pass an ID number to the online store server so that the voucher could be identified and verified. The online store would thus confirm that the voucher was genuine and determine the available credit that could be redeemed using the voucher.

[0216] An additional level of verification could be implemented if the device included a one-time-only passcode generator; thus appending a unique verification code (passcode) to the URL each time it is connected to a computer. The online store server would know the expected verification codes for that voucher ID. This would prevent the URL from being reproduced and would ensure the voucher value could only be redeemed using the device. An example sequence of generated URLs might be:

woa/wa/storeFront?id=12340987&vcode=3245
woa/wa/storeFront?id=12340987&vcode=8375
woa/wa/storeFront?id=12340987&vcode=9026

[0220] Thus, in use, a person receives a smart gift voucher; he connects it to the USB port of his computer; whereupon the webpage for an online store automatically opens on his computer, enabling him to purchase items up to the value of the voucher; the voucher having been automatically identified and verified.

[0221] Device 9 (USB Autorn Device Used to Access a User’s Web-Mail)

[0222] The USB autorn device could be applied as a portable web-mail key, used to access a user’s web-mail on any internet connected computer. An example is shown in FIG. 9. The web-mail key could be purchased from or given away free by a web-mail service provider. When connected to a computer the device would autorun and open the URL of the web-mail service. A unique user ID and password (or passcode) would be appended to the URL and passed as parameters to the web-mail server, so that the user could be identified and thus login to his personal web-mail. An example of the full URL might be:


[0224] For example, a person may wish to access their web-mail at home, at work or while travelling. This is typically done using a web based email service accessed via an internet browser; the user is required to navigate to the login page of the web-mail service and enter their login information, such as a username and password. A USB autorn device, in the form of a web-mail key, would allow the person to access their web-mail in a more direct, portable, tangible and intuitive way. When the user connects the device to the USB port of any internet connected computer, the device would autorun and open a URL with the user’s username (or usercode) and password (or passcode) appended. The URL would link directly to the web-mail service and simultaneously pass the user's information to the web-mail server so that the user could be identified and their login authenticated. The web-mail server would thus accept the login request and the user would gain access to their web-mail page or inbox page.

[0225] An additional level of security could be implemented if the device included a one-time-only passcode generator; thus appending a unique passcode to the URL each time it is connected to a computer. The web-mail server would know the expected sequence of passcodes for that user. This would prevent the URL from being reproduced and would ensure the user’s web-mail could only be accessed using the device. An example sequence of generated URLs might be:

[0227] 2: http://mail.yahoo.com/ login?usercode=12348&passcode=5789

[0229] This level of security could also be implemented using a third party re-direct SSL server that would verify a user ID and OTO passcode and redirect the web-mail inbox for that user. Thus, the web-mail service would not need to change its system and the user login URL would not be visible or accessible at any time. For example:


[0232] Thus, in use, a person carries a portable web-mail key device; he connects it to the USB port of any internet connected computer; whereupon the inbox page of his web-mail service automatically opens on the computer, enabling him to read, manage and send his emails; the device having passed login information to the web-mail server.

[0233] Device 10 (USB Autorn Device Used to Access a User’s Online Photo Collection (e.g. Flickr))

[0234] The USB autorn device could be applied as a portable key to access an online photo management and sharing service, such as flickr.com. An example is shown in FIG. 10. The device could be purchased from or given away free by the service provider. When connected to a computer the device would autorun and open the URL of the photo management and sharing service. A unique user ID and password (or passcode) would be appended to the URL and passed as parameters to the server, so that the user could be identified and thus login to their personal area of the website to manage their photo collection. An example of the full URL might be:

login?user=johnsmith&pass=046756

[0236] For example, a person may wish to access and manage their personal online photo collection at home, at work or while travelling. This is typically done using a web based application accessed via an internet browser; the user is required to navigate to the login page of the online photo management service and enter their login information, such as a username and password. A USB autorn device would allow the person to access their online photo collection in a more direct, tangible and intuitive way. When the user connects the device to the USB port of any internet connected computer, the device would autorun and open a URL with the user's username (or usercode) and password (or passcode) appended. The URL would link directly to the online photo management service and simultaneously pass the user's information to the server so that the user could be identified and their login authenticated. The server would thus accept the login request and the user would gain access to their personal photo collection; being able to manage and upload their photos.

[0237] Thus, in use, a person carries a portable device; he connects it to the USB port of any internet connected computer; whereupon his personal online photo collection auto-
matically opens on the computer, enabling him to manage, upload and print his photos; the device having passed login information to the server.

[0238] Further to this, a set of similar devices could be given to people with whom the user wishes to share his photos. When the recipients connect their device to a computer the device would autorun and open a URL linked to the user’s public photo collection. An example of the full URL might be:

[0239] http://www.flickr.com/photos/59326549@N00/

[0240] In the second case the devices may be physically customised in someway so as to be appropriate as a gift (e.g. they may have one of the user’s photos applied in print form).

[0241] Device 11 (USB Autorun Device Used to Access a User’s Area on a blog or Community Site (e.g. Blogger, Myspace))

[0242] The USB autorun device could be applied as a portable key to access a blog or community site, such as blogger or myspace. An example is shown in FIG. 11. The device could be purchased from or given away free by the service provider. When connected to a computer the device would autorun and open the URL of the site. A unique user ID and password (or passcode) would be appended to the URL and passed as parameters to the server, so that the user could be identified and thus login to their personal area of the website to update their blog or community site. An example of the full URL might be:


[0244] For example, a person may wish to access and manage their personal blog or space on a community site at home, at work or while travelling. This is typically done using a web based application accessed via an internet browser; the user is required to navigate to the login page of the blog or community site and enter their login information, such as a username and password. A USB autorun device would allow the person to access their blog or community site in a more direct, tangible and intuitive way. When the user connects the device to the USB port of any internet connected computer, the device would autorun and open a URL with the user’s username (or usercode) and password (or passcode) appended. The URL would link directly to the blog or community site and simultaneously pass the user’s information to the server so that the user could be identified and their login authenticated. The server would thus accept the login request and the user would gain access to the blog or community site; being able to manage and update the site.

[0245] Thus, in use, a person carries a portable device; he connects it to the USB port of any internet connected computer, whereupon his personal blog or community site automatically opens on the computer, enabling him to manage and update the site; the device having passed login information to the server.

[0246] Further to this, a set of similar devices could be given to people with whom the user wishes to share his blog or community site. When the recipients connect their device to a computer the device would autorun and open a URL linked to the user’s public area of the blog or community site. An example of the full URL might be:


[0248] In the second case the devices may be physically customised in someway so as to be appropriate as a gift.

[0249] Device 12 (USB Autorun device Used to Access a Multi-User Collaboration Tool)

[0250] This device type is show in FIG. 12. Collaboration tools can include instant messaging and discussion forums, to-do lists, audio and video conferencing, group calendars and address books, ways of sharing files, room booking, applications that more than one person can work at once (collaborative whiteboards) and presentation systems. These tools can be shared amongst a user group so that they can collaborate on projects privately across the internet. These tools can either be software solutions or web-based solutions.

[0251] The USB autorun device could be applied as a portable key to access a collaboration tool, such as Basecamp (see http://www.basecamp.com). An example is shown in FIG. 12. When connected to a computer the device would autorun and open the URL of the web-based collaboration tool. A unique user ID and password (or passcode) would be appended to the

[0252] URL and passed as parameters to the server, so that the user could be identified and thus automatically login as a member of the user group. They would then have access to a set of shared tools, such as calendars, messaging, whiteboards etc. for a particular group project. An example of the full URL might be:


[0254] login?user=johnsmith&pass=046756

[0255] An additional level of verification could be implemented if the device included a one-time-only passcode generator; thus appending a unique passcode to the URL each time it is connected to a computer. The server would know the expected passcodes codes for that device. This would prevent the URL from being reproduced and would ensure that the group collaboration tool could only be accessed using the device. An example sequence of generated URLs might be:

[0256] 1=http://hitechltd.grouphub.com/

[0257] login?user=johnsmith&pass=3245

[0258] 2=http://hitechltd.grouphub.com/

[0259] login?user=johnsmith&pass=8375

[0260] 3=http://hitechltd.grouphub.com/

[0261] login?user=johnsmith&pass=9026

[0262] For example, a person may wish to access a collaboration tool for a group project, while at work, at home, or while travelling. This is typically done using a web based application accessed via an internet browser; the user is required to navigate to the login page of the online collaboration tool for their user group and enter their login information, such as a username and password. A USB autorun device would allow the person to access the online collaboration tool in a more direct, tangible and intuitive way. When the user connects the device to the USB port of any internet connected computer, the device would autorun and open a URL with the user’s username (or usercode) and password (or passcode) appended. The URL would link directly to the online collaboration tool for the specific user group and simultaneously pass the user’s information to the server so that the user could be identified and their login authenticated. The server would thus accept the login request and the user would gain access to the group collaboration tool; being able to add messages, edit to-do lists, make entries into a shared calendar and so on—all of which could be viewed by the other members of the user group.

[0263] Thus, in use, a person carries a portable device; he connects it to the USB port of any internet connected computer, whereupon he is automatically logged into an online
project collaboration tool for his user group via a browser, enabling him to share project information with the other group members privately over the internet; the other members having similar devices to log them into the project collaboration tool also.

0260] Device 13 (USB Autorun Device Used as an Avatar and User ID (e.g. for IM Service))

0261] The USB autorun device could be applied as portable physical avatar, for example as a user’s Instant Messenger alias. An example is shown in FIG. 13. When connected to a computer the device would autorun and open the URL of an online Instant Messaging service, such as MSN Web Messenger. A unique user ID and passcode would be appended to the URL and passed as parameters to the server, so that the user could be identified and thus login to the service; the user would thus be online, available to chat and his avatar would be displayed indicating that he is online. An example of the full URL might be:


0263] Thus, in use, a person carries a portable device; he connects it to the USB port of any internet connected computer, whereupon he is automatically logged into the Instant Messaging service and his avatar displayed as online, enabling him to chat with friends; the device having passed login information to the server.

0264] Further to this, a set of similar devices could be given to people with whom a user wishes to “chat”; either existing members of his “buddy list” or people he wishes to join his list. When a recipient connects the device to a computer the device would autorun and open the URL of an online IM service, such as MSN Web Messenger. The user’s ID would be appended to the URL and passed as a parameter to the server, so that the user (“buddy”) could be identified. If the recipient was also a member of the IM service, they would automatically go online so that they can see the avatar of the user and whether they are online also. If the recipient was not a member of the service they would be directed to a web page offering them the option to sign-up to the service. An example of the full URL might be:


0266] Thus, in use, a person receives a portable device from another IM user (or “buddy”); he connects it to the USB port of any internet connected computer, whereupon he is automatically logged into the Instant Messaging service, the avatar of his “buddy” is displayed and he can see whether they are online or not.

0267] In the second case the device acts as “physical avatar”. If a user wanted to chat with one of their “buddies” they could select the device (probably in a card format) on which the buddy’s avatar was printed and simply connect it to a computer to chat with them. Thus the device is a visual and physical reminder of the buddy, as well as direct access to the IM service.

0268] Device 14 (USB Autorun Device Used as an Internet Radio (or Radio Station))

0269] The USB autorun device could be applied as a portable internet radio or radio station, used to listen to live streamed radio on any internet connected computer. An example is shown in FIG. 14. Such an internet radio could be either a promotional, branded item, as in the case of a single radio station, or could be a more generic internet radio, being more product-like with access to any internet radio stream and having user presets. The internet radio could be purchased from a retailer, received with a paid subscription or given away free by an internet radio broadcaster.

0270] In the case of an internet radio station, when connected to a computer the device would autorun and open the URL of the internet radio station. The URL would link to a live audio stream that could either be played within the browser or could automatically redirect to launch a software media player, such as Windows Media Player. Example URLs might be:


0273] In the case of a generic internet radio, when connected to a computer the device would autorun and open the URL of an internet radio player. A unique device ID (or subscription ID) would be appended to the URL and passed as a parameter to the server, so that the device/subscriber could be identified. An example of the full URL might be:


0275] An alternative version of a generic internet radio would not link to an online radio player via a URL but instead would use internet radio player software stored internally on memory within the device. The device would autorun and open the internal software. The user could then use the player to listen to internet radio.

0276] For example, a person may wish to access their favourite internet radio stations at home, at work or while travelling. This is typically done using internet radio players accessed via an internet browser; the user is required to navigate to the various web pages of the radio stations. A USB autorun device would allow the person to access their favourite internet radio streams in a more direct, portable, tangible and intuitive way. When the user connects the device to the USB port of any internet connected computer, the device would autorun and open a URL with a unique device ID (or subscription ID) appended. The URL would link directly to the internet radio service and simultaneously pass the ID to the server so that the device/subscriber could be identified and a customised web page sent to the user’s browser. The customised web page could for example display an internet radio player that would automatically begin playing the last station to which he was listening; it could also include the user’s personal list of favourite radio stations and a set of customised presets to quickly access his most frequently used stations. The internet radio service would store this customised information with the device/subscriber ID in a database on its server; whenever the user uses the device and then customises the internet radio in some way (e.g. changes a preset) the database would be updated.

0277] Thus, in use, a person carries a portable internet radio device; he connects it to the USB port of any internet connected computer; whereupon a customised web page for the internet radio service automatically opens on the computer, enabling him to listen to his personal favourite radio stations; the device and the internet radio both appearing to be owned by and personal to the user.

0278] Device 15 (USB Autorun Device Used as a Smart In-Store Product Tag)

0279] The USB autorun device could be applied as an in-store product tag that would give direct access to online information relating to the product. An example is shown in
FIG. 15. While browsing the products within a retail environment a customer would be able to take away a very low-cost device that would autorun and open a URL when connected to a computer. A product ID number would be appended to the URL and passed as a parameter to a web server so that the relevant product could be identified. The URL would link directly to a page within the retailer’s website that would give specific information relating to the product, such as price, ordering information, options and other related products. An example of the full URL might be:

[0280] http://www.heids.co.uk/bin/venda?productid=272428

[0281] For example, when a person is considering a purchase in a retail environment, they often want to make the final decision when they return home, perhaps after finding further information about the product. They may want to view options such as colour or the delivery time for a particular product, while at home. This is typically done by the customer remembering which product they were interested in, perhaps by its name or model number, and then using the retailer’s website when they are at home. This can be a difficult and complicated process when trying to find information relating to the specific product of interest. The retailer may also want to encourage the customer to visit their website; the aim being to increase the customer’s awareness of their online retail presence, or other products that may interest them. A USB autorun device, in the form of a smart product tag, would allow the customer to take away from the retail environment direct access back to specific information relating to a product, in a tangible and intuitive way. The customer would take away the smart product tag when browsing a product. When he returns home and connects the smart product tag to the USB port of his computer, the device would autorun and open a URL with a product ID number appended. The URL would link directly to the retailer’s website and simultaneously pass the ID number to the server so that the product could be identified. The server would receive the passed ID number and look up the product in a database. A web page would be sent back to the customer’s browser containing various information specifically relating to the product of interest, such as price, options, delivery time and so on.

[0282] Thus, in use, a person takes away a smart product tag while browsing a product in a store; he returns home and connects it to the USB port of his computer; whereupon a webpage automatically opens on his computer, enabling him to view information relating to the specific product he was interested in.

[0283] Device 16 (USB Autorun Device Used as a Loyalty Card)

[0284] The USB autorun device could be applied as a portable loyalty card used both to access information relating to the customer’s loyalty points (including options to redeem them at the retailer’s online store or other stores) and as a way to collect loyalty points while shopping online. An example is shown in FIG. 16. The loyalty card could be given away free by a retailer and would be used to collect points both in the retail stores and when shopping online. When connected to a computer the device would autorun and open the URL of the retailer’s website (online store). A unique user ID (card ID) would be appended to the URL and passed as a parameter to the server, so that the user could be identified. An example of the full URL might be:


[0286] For example, a person may wish to check or redeem their loyalty points using the internet or they may want to shop at the retailer’s online store and collect loyalty points, as is done when shopping in a real store. A USB autorun device, in the form of a loyalty card, would allow the person to do both of these things in a tangible and intuitive way. When the user connects the device to the USB port of any internet connected computer, the device would autorun and open a URL with a user ID (card ID) appended. The URL would link directly to the retailer’s online store and simultaneously pass the user ID to the server so that the user (card) could be identified. The online store server would thus verify that the card was genuine and the user would be able to view the loyalty points credited to the card, be given options to redeem the points or could start shopping at the online store (any purchases made would add points to the card; the card having been identified by the server).

[0287] Thus, in use, a person carries a portable loyalty card device; he connects it to the USB port of any internet connected computer; whereupon a web page for the retailer’s online store automatically opens on the computer, enabling him to check, redeem and collect (by shopping at the online store) loyalty points; the device having passed a user ID to the server so that the card could be identified.

[0288] Device 17 (USB Autorun Device Used for a Food Delivery Service)

[0289] The USB auto-run device could be applied to ordering a take-away meal for delivery. An example is shown in FIG. 17. The device can be integrated into a promotional flyer as a flat component attached to print that can be folded out or removed for use.

[0290] It can become a quick-order menu. When plugged in it launches a browser and opens the website. The customer can then select their meal from an online menu and finally place the order. Payment is usually on delivery.

[0291] The fewest steps to order food are:

[0292] 1. Plug in
[0293] 2. Select food
[0294] 3. Place order

[0295] In order to achieve a three-stage interaction the device needs to know the following essential information:

[0296] 1. Are you in a delivery area?
[0297] 2. The delivery address
[0298] 3. Order verification/customer contact

[0299] The amount of essential information that can be pre-linked to the device depends on how the customer obtained it.

[0300] Random distribution e.g. Newspaper or magazine
[0301] Local distribution e.g. Flyer through your post box or pick up at local restaurant.
[0302] Direct mail
[0303] Arrives with food
[0304] Random Distribution
[0305] The first time the device is used all essential information needs to be input by the customer on the website e.g. postcode, house number, name, contact telephone. The second time the device is used (irrespective of the computer is being used) all the information obtained is in place, reducing the number of steps needed to place and order.
[0306] Local Distribution
[0307] The only difference to Random distribution is that the first time the device is used, the customer does not need to establish they are in a delivery area, they can be presented
immediately with a menu. This is done by pre-linked IDs on flyers to the database of restaurants before distribution.

[0308] Direct Mail
[0309] All the essential information is in place and linked to the flyer but there maybe a need for further customer verification.

[0310] Arrives with Your Food
[0311] All essential information can already be in place and the device is ready to use.

[0312] The device can be uniquely identified as part of the URL. This means it can be recognised by the company’s server allowing it to be linked to the information known about the customer.

[0313] A USB autorun device used for food delivery would have the following advantages:

[0314] Tempting to use
[0315] New and novel
[0316] Less likely to be thrown away than a generic paper flyer
[0317] Quick to use and as easy as phone ordering
[0318] Does not require opening a browser
[0319] Does not require reading and writing a URL
[0320] Can be recognised from any computer, doesn’t require a ‘cookie’

[0321] The site might allow customers to speak directly to the take away company by opening an audio call through the internet. This makes the card feel like a quick way to make a free telephone call.

[0322] Device 18 (USB Autorun Device Used to Access a Secure Web Site)

[0323] A USB device which can provide access to a private website e.g. a private club or viewing video. An example is shown in FIG. 18. The URL cannot easily be saved or input via a keyboard. The USB device acts as ‘web dongle’ and ensures that only the owner/s of USB device has access.

[0324] Typically access to a secure site is done through typing in a URL and then logging in by entering a password. Sometimes the URL is also deliberately difficult to find, stopping search engines finding it or accidental visitors.

[0325] A USB auto-run device can be used as a key to a private site. By inserting the USB key in to the computer a secure URL is delivered. The site does a security check on the data in the URL and if correct the site is automatically opened. The site can’t be accessed without the key. The key is difficult to copy, limited to the physical number given out and can be physically withdrawn or deactivated online.

[0326] There are many cases where restricted access to websites is needed, this falls into two groups:

[0327] Restricted access to only those that have paid for the service.
[0328] For example:
[0329] TV, Films and music
[0330] News and finance (Reuters, FT)
[0331] Clubs
[0332] Restricted access to private information e.g. stop others tampering with it (privacy).

[0333] For example:
[0334] Company shared ftp sites and administrative access to website.
[0335] Project and group working
[0336] Loyalty schemes, air miles
[0337] Personal & financial information
[0338] Where personal information is held and restricted logon is required e.g. Oyster card top-up, paying congestion charge, virgin trains booking, Tesco shopping etc.

[0339] Some advantages of using physical USB auto-run objects are:
[0340] it travels with you but is not dependent on your computer
[0341] it’s perceived as having value
[0342] status symbol
[0343] collectors item
[0344] you can sell it
[0345] you can control its distribution
[0346] has a level of security—like a key

[0347] The amount of security needed is dependent on the intended use of the device and different applications need different levels of security.

[0348] Low Level or Basic:
[0349] Like having a complicated or obscure URL that you could never remember or be able to write down e.g. ytd7875687ufc.com

[0350] Medium:

[0351] The device contains a password of some sort e.g. www.myhub.com/?12368

[0352] High:

[0353] Very difficult to copy like a car key e.g. SHA1 encoding.

[0354] Typically the microprocessor in the device generates a new unique sequence of numbers each time it is used. This can only be predicted and recognised by the server which knows the initial seed.

[0355] Device 19 (USB Autorun Device Used to Access Specific Venue Information (e.g. Cinema or Specific Chain of Venues))

[0356] Even though cinema customers often know exactly which cinema/venue they wish to view. It is often difficult to find them on the internet as simple memorable URLs have been taken

[0357] For example: www.Odeon_stratham.com does not take you to the Odeon in Streatham, it’s correct and unmemorable URL is . . .

[0359] Customers are forced to waste time going through generic portals like odeon.co.uk and laboriously navigate to the specific part of the site they are interested in, when they already knew which site they wanted to view.

[0360] By adding USB auto run to a cinema leaflet and giving them out, customers have a direct links to a specific venue on line. Inserting the USB part of the leaflet in to a computer, it auto launches the browser with a URL from inside the devices and takes the customer directly to the venue’s site and the information they are interested in. The URL for the cinema does not need to be changed and the leaflet can be tracked to build up a profile of its use.

[0361] The USB device could be bonded to paper, a plastic cards or be physically similar to a USB memory stick. Graphically it needs to be identifiable and visually linked to the venue’s site it will go to.

[0362] The URL given out by the device can also carry a unique identifier and be recognised by a script on the server. A profile of use can be built up over time and used for targeted marketing. With suitable security on the site it can be used to book tickets, potentially allowing one click booking.
Device 20 (USB Autorun Device Used to Access a Taxi Service)

Log in once to taxi firm and then the application provides instant taxi ordering. It is very common for taxi companies to advertise through credit card size flyers. These are often dropped through letterboxes, given to customers after a ride, picked up in public places like bars or added to publications. Some customers keep these in their wallet, but many have a specific place at home where information like this is stored like a pin board, fridge, hallway draw or folder with similar local information.

It is a competitive market and getting a customer to both keep and recognise the card could increase use and give a competitive advantage.

The printing on the cards often have several types of information including the services offered by the cab company and contact information. As well as telephone numbers taxis often now can be booked through the internet.

By adding the USB auto-run device to the taxi card, it can be inserted in the USB on a computer, auto open the browser to the taxi site and uniquely identify the card being used. An example is shown in FIG. 19.

This speeds up access to the site and acts like an internet cookie, so user information and their preferences can be pre filled in on the site page. The site might allow customers to speak directly to the taxi company by opening an audio call through the internet. This makes the card feel like a quick way to make a free telephone call.

The card can also act as an additional level of security for account customers e.g. the account customers company can limit who has a key, track the identity of who is making a booking and even allocate different keys to different jobs of the customers company. This would help tracking and billing the use of taxis to the taxi customer’s clients.

USB is becoming more common on Mobiles and it is feasible for cards to be plugged in and directly dial a number (e.g. by using the GSM-AT command set or similar).

Device 21 (USB Autorun Device Used for Simple Computer Operation (“Computer Access for Dummies”))

Most things done on a computer require knowing how to manipulate the machine through a series of steps. To many people computers are only needed for a small number of applications and remembering all the steps needed to get to and launch them is a problem. To others manipulation of the mouse and keyboard are simply too difficult. Children can often use a simple program or game long before they can manipulate the OS/finder.

A USB object which is visibly descriptive of its function and when plugged in automatically configures the computer or opens an application would be very helpful. It carries out a series of commands which control the OS and/or applications to a specific state. This can be used to tailor a machine to a specific user or to tailor it to a place or institution e.g. a school or library. It also simplifies moving between shared machines where things are always located or in slightly different places.

They might be thin flat printed tags just thick enough to fit in to a socket or a more 3 dimensional plastic devices with full USB connector. Being a physical description of a piece of the software or process has the advantage of being physically distributed, portable and being descriptive of its function even when not near the computer.

The device is not limited to opening URLs. By emulating the keyboard it can do most actions carried out on a computer. It can act as a macro, mixing between the application and system level actions. E.g. plug it in and it opens a new page in word and then types in the letter heading. When a second device is plugged it saves to a specific folder and prints the document.

Types of action might be:

- Take me to my URL and log me in to my . . . web mail, Flickr, Mixi, MySpace
- Open the application . . . Word, Explorer. Lime wire
- Go to my logon for . . . Amazon, iTunes, my cinema
- Log into my . . . router, company ftp, web site server page
- Show me my . . . school times, home work for biology
- Go to . . . CBeebies web site (website for young children)
- Open my . . . bank folder
- Print to a specific printer and save to my . . . correspondence folder
- Save and send this file to me by email
- Device 22 (USB Autorun Device with Integrated RFID)

Users can not electronically read cards at home as they require specialist equipment. For example an Oyster needs an RFID reader, Bankcards needs magnetic swipe or a smartcard reader.

By combining existing card technologies with existing home readable computer technologies (USB, Bluetooth, wireless RF for keyboards), cards can become useful at home or work.

Often cards will perform different functions depending on the context they are read. For example Oyster cards, opens gates when placed on a turnstile but show account information and offer top up facility when touched on the ticket vending machine. At home a dual purpose card might offer either the same action as in normal use or different actions. It would be useful for a USB auto run Oyster card to log in to your oyster account, show the current balance, usage and offer top-up. Paying for Top-up might be done in several ways:

1. By typing in credit card information
2. If the credit card also has secure auto run USB, by plugging it in.
3. If Oyster already has your credit card information and the USB part of the Oyster card has suitable security by confirming your identity by simply typing in an additional password.

Device 23 (USB Autorun Device as a Toy)

There are many possibilities for toys which have additional USB auto run connectivity. An example of a USB autorun device as a Toy is shown in FIG. 20. The most important aspects of auto run on toys are:

Simplifying access for younger kids—just plug it in and it works.

Portability—take your toy to friend’s house and continue the game online from where you left off.

Identification of the specific toy—the player and their state is retrieved for ongoing web game without the need to log in using passwords.

Input and output (IO) from the toy—the fluffy toy talks and moves its mouth when it is squeezed.

Identification with security—this allows subscription models for services like comics (e.g. access to media and data is only available via the toy).
Types of Toy:

Film Promotion Through a Character:

For example, a character from the film is distributed prior to the films release as part of the advance publicity. It might be bought or given away, for example with food packaging. When plugged in to the computer it outputs a URL, possibly with a tracking ID and loads a relevant web page over the internet. The page could contain audio, games, movie clips, competitions etc. The film character toy may also have additional IO as is listed below.

Subscription to online comic or similar kid’s media: Each week it delivers the next episode. The auto-run device with ID acts as access to an online story or comic. The server tracks its use and releases episodes as required. The device might be bought giving access to a number of episodes or be given away showing an initial episode for free, by paying on line the story continues, unlocking several more episodes. The comic/media can be used on any computer with a suitable internet connection and when not in use can be shown off clipped to the kids clothing.

Board Game and Site:

A board game with auto-run is plugged in to computer; it outputs a URL, possibly with a tracking ID and the browser loads the relevant web page over the internet. The game is played on the board, but the board also acts as an input device to the web site. Input might be by having simple buttons built into the board or recognising the position and ID of characters/tokens moved on the board, it might also include other IO as is listed below.

A simple example of a game is trivial pursuits connected to a web site. When a player lands on a question square the ID of the token is read by the board and data is sent to the site to prompt an audio question from the server or a button is pressed on the board by a player to prompt an audio question from the server.

Accessing online game through your character:

The character automatically launches an online game and the kid then controls the character within the game using the normal input devices or the toy itself. An ID in the URL means the character could keeps its current state within the game. The auto-run devise might log the player in to a multiplayer environment game. Collecting different toys characters could launch either different games or different ways of playing the same game. Alternatively the auto-run devise might represent different types of equipment you use to play the game. Plug in wings and your character flies, plug in armour and it is extra resilient.

Activity Centre:

The physical toy with auto-run USB might be a toddler’s activity centre (typically made by Fisher-Price®) with different types of actuators. Plug it in (or use wireless USB), sounds and stories are heard when the toddler pulls and squeezes part of it, these are played via the computer. The sound might be sent back to the toy via the USB-audio profile.

Soft Toy:

The soft toy (plush) is plugged in to the computer on a long cable. The soft stroke able toy acts as an interface for a kid’s site. By squeezing, stroking or moving its limbs the kids navigates and plays games on site. It acts like a dedicated mouse which auto runs a site.

Add-On to existing Non Electronic Toys:

The USB can also act as an, add-on to existing non electronic toys. The RSPB’s soft toy bird, which play the correct bird sound when squeezed are commercially very successful. By adding an auto-run bird tag to their feet, the toy could take you to information about the bird and subscription to the RSPB kid’s site.

Toy Jewellery:

A young girl’s bracelet could hold a collection of USB auto-run trinkets. When inserted in to the computer they might launch games, stories or play music tracks off a site.

Input and Output that Can be Added to a USB Auto-Run Toy:

Driving actuators on the toy, e.g. moving mouth driven by java within a web site (important).

Recognising characters placed on different bits of a USB board games.

Mixing USB auto launch with other USB profiles like the mouse e.g. our etch-a-sketch toy auto launches a site or local drawing app. The knobs then both acts as mouse movements and trigger mouse down for drawing. Sound might be sent back to the toy via USB-audio profile. Input on the USB toy might be bend, squeeze, hit, stroke or shake and incorporate sensors for flex, capacitance, heat, light, magnetic, tilt.

Device 24 (USB Autorum Device as an Intelligent Business Card)

This device type is show in FIG. 21 and its operation shown in FIGS. 22, 23. The USB autorum device could act as a personal or corporate business card—an “autocard”. The card could contain just the name (or name and company for corporate use) and possibly image of the person. All the other details could be accessed once connected to a computer. The form factor of the device could either be a slim stick the length of existing business cards but a third of the width or it could be designed to be same size as existing cards to ensure compatibility with existing business card storage systems.

Each card would come with a unique ID internally stored. The level or amount of contact details could be determined by colour coding on the card—for example grey—business details, green—private contacts, red—personal and personal details. So business details could include business and office details and contacts website. Private details could include mobile number and home address and personal contacts might include blog site, private web site chat details and blog details. At the point the recipient of the card connects to their computer then either: a) an e-mail notice is sent to the provider of the “autocard” enabling that card to be registered to particular person, or b) at the point that they make contact by e-mail then the recipients’ details would be passed to the original provider of the “autocard”.

At any point in time the provider of the card can supply the holder of their card with updated details if they change their position within a company, change company or change any of their contact details. The card can be given access to additional contact information if for example the recipient has business contact details but subsequently the provider of the card wishes to provide private contact details, there could also be a message window on the “autocard” once connected online. This enables the original provider of the “autocard” to send out messages such as they are away on holiday or attending a trade show with hotel contacts etc.

CD Business Cards already exist—so we should review this technology. These are credit card sized CD-ROM that will play in any standard computer CD drive. They are currently still more expensive than a normal CD, but the prices are becoming lower as manufacturers gear up for larger production runs. There appears to be two types of card; CD-R
recordable cards and CD ROM factory produced cards. For quantities greater than 500 of one single design and dataset the CD ROM is an appropriate option, but for quantities of 500 or less the CD-R is the practical choice. CD business cards work just like a normal CD and can contain whatever information you wish to put on them up to the capacity limit of the disc (typically a maximum of about 45-50 MB, or about 35 floppy discs). The CDs will work in most standard PC, MAC or laptop CD/DVD drive.

[0426] An example of how the “autocard” business card could be used by companies with existing e-mail and contact services might be a company like Google. The “autocard” could support the existing Google communication services like: Google mail/Google maps/Google chat. By inserting the USB card the details of that contact would be automatically loaded into a “Google card index”—one click link to gmai/ chat/map/voip/blog. Activating these will send your Google card to recipient. An example is shown in FIG. 21.

[0427] An extension to this idea is the concept of an automatic software rolodex application called “AUTODEX” that would be likely filing system

[0428] Continuing the example above with the Google card then the “AUTODEX” application—perhaps called “GOOGLEDEX” when a usb “autocard” is connected to PC then this would automatically insert a new card into the “AUTODEX” with all the contacts that have been authorised by the user. An example is shown in FIG. 22, which shows cards being automatically stored in the Googledex—with interactive cards that click through to application. FIG. 23 shows parts of FIG. 22 in more detail.

[0429] There is also the possibility that RFID may be embedded within the business card.

[0430] Device 25 (USB Autouron device as an Internet Shopping Coupon Enabler)

[0431] This device type is show in FIGS. 24, 25. The USB autouron device could act as a key or access to dynamic internet shopping coupons. An example is shown in FIG. 24. The USB device connected to a PC would provide the user with an electronic version of the coupon pages that appear in the US newspapers or the coupon leaflets or coupon books that are provided to consumers particularly in the USA. Examples of such pages are shown in FIG. 25. The web page/application that would be opened automatically could have multiple sections/pages—so providing easy navigation to coupons for different product categories from food to electronic goods, and from holidays to meal offers and discounts.

[0432] By inserting the USB autouron device the user is taken straight to a coupon browser that would be always updated so as coupons ‘expire’ (since coupon discounts and offers are typically valid only for a limited period) they would not appear on site. The USB autouron device would also have a unique ID. It would build up a profile attached to this ID as the USB autouron device would be able to keep track of the coupons that are used or the offers that interest the user. This provides the opportunity for customised coupons (rather than generic coupons available to all) that could be offered to a single user alone (although that user may not be aware of this) to entice the user back into a particular retail outlet or online store.

[0433] On the coupon browser/application there would appear links when online commerce sites are available that would provide the ability to make a rapid purchase with the coupon discount applied. However some coupons would need to be printed—so these would have a print now button or save in my personal coupon book for later printing. You would need to ensure that a coupon can only be printed ONCE—as the unique ID is held on USB device it is possible to delete this offer once a print requirement has been made. It would also be necessary to make sure that the coupon printed cannot be photocopied easily—so therefore ensure image is hard to photocopy). The newspaper coupons could be displayed in a similar format as they appear in newspaper and printed and cut out. Visible Computing would receive referral/affiliate fee for all coupons accessed through this device.

[0434] Device 26 (USB Autouron device as an Automatic Parcel/Shipping Tracking Key “AUTOTRACK KEY” (Also Includes “Auto Call-Back Key” Concept))

[0435] The USB autouron device could act as an automatic parcel/shipping & tracking key. The USB key would be loaded with an account number (the id can directly relate to an account number).

[0436] The best way for this to be activated would be for the shipping company (Federal Express for example) to issue the keys to their customers preloaded with their id—the list of id numbers would be recorded against the particular shipping account number. So for example the shipping company could issue 10xid numbers against a single account number.

[0437] The user issued with one of the usb “AUTOTRACK” keys just inserts the key into PC and a web panel appears that might have just two buttons—“track my shipments”—“arrange for pick-up” (if both these options are available to that account). An example of an implementation is shown in FIG. 26.

[0438] As the user details are preloaded as soon as the device is inserted it provides immediate status on current deliveries being tracked . . . or the ability to book a shipment.

[0439] (NOTE: the USB could provide an instant call back to a particular telephone number—on the internet this already exists—to use the service you put a hot linked button on your website. Customers who press this button (which invokes a JavaScript routine) can request an instant telephone call back. When pressed, the button invoked a popup window, which asked the user questions including their name and phone number (including extension). The button can be configured with a supplied setup wizard set to ask multiple-choice questions, check off boxes, or plain text. A name and valid area code and phone number are required to process the call back request. The user can request an immediate call back or request to be called back after a specified period of time in case they need to finish their online session first. With the ‘link-it’ USB device, a supplier could load a customers telephone number on that device and now anywhere that user is (assuming a mobile number is used) you would get a call at the supplier’s cost. This could also be attractive for mobile phone operators who could run a service so that the USB device is used as an “I’ll call you” card. Once someone inserts the USB device the call is made at the expense of the provider of the USB device.)

[0440] Device 27 (USB Autouron Device as an Online Credit Card)

[0441] An increasing number of credit card transactions are undertaken online but the danger of credit card fraud online exists just as it does in the high street. Fraud costs the economy an enormous amount: in 2000 a report estimated the cost of fraud in the UK alone to be in excess of £14bn a year. And the figure is likely to be much higher now. Plastic card
fraud alone in the UK cost £439.4m in 2005. The USB autorn run device could be used to introduce another simple level of security.

**[0442]** The USB autorn run device could act as a personal or corporate ID or hardware pin. Online sites could introduce an auto-fill window on the online credit card transaction pages. By inserting the USB device the pin number would get automatically or would enable you to enter the number through typing BUT without the key it would not be possible to insert any pin number. This would ensure that the hardware key is required to make the transaction and even if someone knew your pin number it would not be valid without the USB device. If the hardware USB device is lost this can be reported and the unique ID associated would be invalidated making the card useless. The card could be plan with no name so that if it was lost anyone finding the device would be unlikely to know who it belonged to.

**[0443]** Visible computing could make a small commission taken from credit card/merchant company as this would save the company money through avoidance of fraud and also provide their customers with greater confidence.

**[0444]** The USB autorn run device could also act as a credit card either as a discrete device with details for use on line, or could be in same format as exiting credit cards except that it would include a USB connector. So it could be used for normal chip and pin use in retail stores/restaurants etc but connected when making transactions online to verify pin number, provide greater security and perhaps also auto fill online transaction forms to make purchasing online not only safer but faster and easier. The cost would be extremely low since the existing chip on the chip and pin card would be used and just the USB connector would be the additional cost. An example is shown in FIG. 27.

**[0445]** In addition the inserting the USB credit card could provide you with direct access to your account details (after verification of pin number) making this a very useful way to manage your credit/cash-flow. This USB credit card could also be linked to your bank to provide instant access to your account for online banking.

**[0446]** An example of an Oyster Travel card with a USB connector is shown in FIG. 28.

**[0447]** Device 28 (USB Autorn Device as Fast Process to Make Purchases Online. (“ZERO CLICK” PATENT or “ONE PUSH” PATENT or “AUTO-CART” PATENT or “AUTO-FILL” or “PAYFAST” Patent Concept))

**[0448]** This device type is show in FIG. 29. The concept is that the USB device inserted into your PC will already contain your password/address/credit card details etc so it would be possible to go to an online store and it would not be necessary to complete most of the transaction information you could go straight to the item you want and just buy it by inserting the USB device. So this would be like a “ZERO CLICK” concept for shopping.

**[0450]** Although one way would to achieve “zero click” would be that when you have found an item online— you insert the USB device and it then launches its window and fills in the details of the forms and credit cards there could be other ways to make a fast purchase with a USB device. Another way for example to achieve “ZERO CLICK” may be to have a button (or a key code) on a USB lead that when pushed buys the product selected. An example device is shown in FIG. 29.

**[0451]** Another way to achieve this rapid shopping online might be to regard the patent as facilitating an “automatic shopping cart” for online purchases. The concept would be that it fills in the shopping cart as a background task and skips straight through to the final stage—so providing “AUTO-CART” functionality. Alternatively the USB could act as an “AUTO-FILL” or “PAYFAST” “FASTTRACK” device so that when ever you have forms for address and credit card if the USB is connected it actually auto completes the text required.

**[0452]** The proposition to online merchants would therefore be that once a customer has registered with them that they could send them the “PAYFAST” device with their first purchase—they will have therefore have verified their name, shipping details and credit card details. The USB autorn run device would therefore already be reloaded for that person and when they logged on to the merchants site they could use the “PAYFAST” by inserting the USB device they will automatically get logged onto the site with their personal profiles ete updated and be ready for “PAYFAST” experience for any new purchases.

**[0453]** This patent concept could be combined with concept 27 USB online credit card and/or concept 29 payments using USB device.

**[0454]** Device 29 (USB Autorn Device as Method of Payment Online)

**[0455]** This device type is show in FIG. 30. An extension of the USB credit card (device 27 above) is to make the USB device a hardware key for online payment services. An example of the type of service that it could enhance is that of PayPal®.

**[0456]** Founded in 1998, PayPal, an eBay® Company, enables any individual or business with an email address to securely, easily and quickly send and receive payments online. PayPal’s service builds on the existing infrastructure of bank accounts and credit cards and utilizes the world’s most advanced proprietary fraud prevention systems to create a safe, global, real-time payment solution. The simple idea behind PayPal—using encryption software to allow people to make financial transfers between computers—has become one of the world’s primary methods of online payment with 100 million account holders worldwide. Available in 55 countries and regions around the world, buyers and sellers on eBay, online retailers, online businesses, as well as traditional offline businesses are transacting with PayPal.

**[0457]** So using PayPal as the example it is worth reviewing how this payment system currently works:

**[0458]** PayPal is an online payment service that allows individuals and businesses to transfer funds electronically. You can use it to pay for online auctions, purchase goods and services, or to make donations. You can even use it to send cash to someone. A basic PayPal account is free. You can send funds to anyone with an e-mail address, whether or not they have a PayPal account. They’ll get a message from PayPal about the funds, and then they just have to sign up for their own account.

**[0459]** Funds transferred via PayPal reside in a PayPal account until the holder of the funds retrieves them or spends them. If the user has entered and verified their bank account information, then the funds can be transferred directly into their account. There are also other ways to withdraw your funds.

**[0460]** PayPal presents their presence as an extra layer as a security feature, because everyone’s information, including credit card numbers, bank account numbers and address, stay
with PayPal. With other online transactions, that information is transmitted from the buyer to the merchant to the credit card processor.

[0461] The PayPal system is still open to fraud. After a series of scams, PayPal formulated a plan to prevent criminals from using computer programs to open dozens of fraudulent accounts with stolen credit card numbers. This system, known as the “Gausebeck-Levchin” test, is now widely used by thousands of Web sites. It requires new account creators to type in a word found in a small image file on the account creation page. A script or a bot can’t read this word—only a human can decipher it.

[0462] However, the use of a USB device as a hardware “PayPal” key for online payment services provides another level of security—as only the owner of the key can make the transaction when connected to a PC and if lost can easily be deactivated. It also enables a faster service and more convenient way to make the transaction. An example is shown in FIG. 30.

[0463] Device 30 (USB Autorun Device as Way to Launch Specific Adverts and Generate Loyalty Points)

[0464] The USB autorun device could act as a hardware “cookie” that could track where you go and provide information about what you request etc., but would do so with the permission of the user as they would be receiving some benefit from providing this information. The USB device would launch a pop up window that gives you a series of adverts and promotions that relate to your interests and an easy way to respond to these offers. In exchange for having the USB device inserted and for providing this information you would receive discounts or coupons against products and services.

[0465] Device 31 (USB Autorun Device as Key to Facilitate Digital Rights Management (DRM) (for Purchase of and Use of Software, Audio, Video and Print Products))

[0466] Digital Rights Management (generally abbreviated to DRM) is any of several technologies used by publishers (or copyright owners) to control access to and usage of digital data (such as software, music, movies) and hardware, handling usage restrictions associated with a specific instance of a digital work. The term is often confused with copyright protection and technical protection measures (TPM). These two terms refer to technologies that control or restrict the use and access of digital media content on electronic devices with such technologies installed, acting as components of a DRM design.

[0467] The USB key provides your DRM key or other identifier—digital rights management for all of your legal content. It could also support multiple DRM standards. As a portable device it could be taken with you to access music DVDs etc that you have the rights to but play and listen on another PC or media playing device with USB support. The concept is illustrated in FIG. 31.

[0468] Device 32 (USB Autorun Device as DVD/Book/ Music Club Key and Subscription Services)

[0469] The USB autorun device could act as a personal tracking/access device for membership and subscription clubs. Examples are shown in FIG. 32.

[0470] Current book and DVD clubs often get you to sign up and then receive free DVDs or books if a commitment is made to a monthly purchase of new releases over an agreed period of time. The USB key would provide direct access to your personal account and enable to choose what is on offer each month to fulfill your monthly purchasing commitments. All of your account details would be stored on this device and password to a particular member’s site. Any loyalty points/discounts could be offered and stored on the key also.

[0471] This concept also covers the ability to access the DVD rental services—so again insertion of the USB key gives you an instant access to your DVD rental account and also your movie watching profile.

[0472] Device 33 (Copyright Protection for a USB Autorun Device in Shape of a Casino Chip for Gambling, Gaming, Casino Related Applications)

[0473] The USB autorun device could be produced in a form factor that reflected its application. In the case of a device that provides access to either an internet gambling site or a loyalty/membership club for a casino group it could be designed as a casino chip. The chip could also contain a value say US$10 that would provide you with $10 of credit for that particular internet gambling site or $10 discount off that club’s services or products. FIG. 33 shows an example of such a device.

[0474] Device 34 (USB Autorun Device Incorporating a Feature to Auto-Launch Multiple URLs)

[0475] The USB autorun device can incorporate a feature to auto-launch multiple URLs. A number of buttons could be included in the device which, when pressed, would cause the device to auto-launch a different URL for each button. Each URL could be a different web site or different pages within the same web site.

[0476] For example a physical ‘Widget’ for a delivery service could be produced which incorporated a set of quick-link buttons. The ‘Widget’ could be given to existing customers or ordered from the delivery company. The user would have a physical reminder of the company as well as a tangible and direct way of accessing their online services. The quick-link buttons could give direct access to services such as shipment tracking, booking a pickup, or pricing tools. FIG. 34 shows an example of such a device.

[0477] An ID number could also be appended to the URL launched by each quick-link button. The ID would be passed as a parameter to a web server so that the ‘Widget’ could be identified. An example of the full URLs might be:

[0478] https://www.widget.ups.com/track/identify. cgi?id=12340987

[0479] https://www.widget.ups.com/ship/identify. cgi?id=12340987

[0480] https://www.widget.ups.com/price/identify. cgi?id=12340987

[0481] For example, when the customer connects the USB ‘Widget’ to the USB port of his computer, the device would autorun and opens an initial URL, with an ID number appended. The URL would link directly to the delivery service website and simultaneously pass an ID number to the server so that the ‘Widget’ could be identified. The server would receive the passed ID number and look up the user in a database. A customised web page would be sent back to the user’s browser welcoming him. At a later time, with the device still connected, the user could then quickly access different delivery services online just by pressing one of the quick-link buttons on the device; each button causing a different URL to be auto-launched.

[0482] Thus, in use, a person receives a ‘Widget’; he connects it to the USB port of his computer; whereupon a customised webpage automatically opens on his computer. He can then use the buttons on the device to directly access different services online.
A feature for auto-launching multiple URLs via simple user input (e.g. buttons) could be used for many different applications. Another example is an Internet radio, where each button is a preset radio station chosen by the user online; or alternatively one button could launch a radio station directory page while another could launch a radio player page for playing radio stations previously chosen from the directory.

Device 35 (USB Autorun Device Used for a Product Promotion)

The USB autorun device could be applied as a product promotion card or flyer. It would give direct access to online information relating to the product. FIG. 35 provides an example of such a device. While browsing the products within a retail environment a customer would be able to take away a very low-cost device that would autorun and open a URL when connected to a computer. The URL would link directly to a page within the product manufacturer's website that would give specific information relating to the product, such as price, ordering information and options. An example of the URL might be:

http://www.lexus.com/models/SC/An

ID number could be appended to the URL and passed as a parameter to a web server so that the ID number could be identified by the server. This could be used to identify the product; enabling product specific information to be displayed in the web page. An example of the full URL might be:


The ID number could alternatively be used to associate user specific data to the use of the device. For example, customers could pick up a device at a car fair and connect it to a kiosk or PC displaying an online car configuration tool. When the customer is finished exploring the options for the car using the configuration tool, they could take away the device which would allow them to link back to a website showing the car they were interested in and the options they had chosen. An example of the full URL launched by such a device might be:

http://www.lexus.com/configurator/identify.cgi?id=38591209

For example, when a person is considering buying a car, either in a retail environment such as a dealership or a trade fair, they often want to find out more about the cars that interest them when they return home. They may want to view options such as colour or trim options for the car, while at home. This is typically done by the customer remembering which car they were interested in, perhaps by its name or model number, and then using the manufacturer's website when they are at home. This can be a difficult and complicated process when trying to find information relating to the specific car and options. The retailer may also want to encourage the customer to visit their website; the aim being to increase the customer's awareness of their online presence, or other products and services that may interest them.

A USB autorun device, in the form of a product promotion, would allow the customer to take away direct access back to specific information relating to a product, in a tangible and intuitive way. The customer would take away the product promotion card and upon returning home would connect it to the USB port of his computer. The device would then autorun and open a URL with an ID number appended. The URL would link directly to the manufacturer's website and simultaneously pass the ID number to the server so that the product could be identified. The server would receive the passed ID number and look up the product in a database. A web page would be sent back to the customer's browser containing various information specifically relating to the product of interest, such as price, options and so on.

Thus, in use, a person takes away a product promotion card or flyer; he returns home and connects it to the USB port of his computer; whereupon a webpage automatically opens on his computer, enabling him to view information relating to the specific product he was interested in.

Device 36 (USB Autorun Device Using One-Time-Only Data)

For security purposes the autorun device could include one-time-only (OTO) data in the URL so that a device can be authenticated by a server. That is, part of the URL would change on each connection of the device e.g.

http://www.domain.com/index.php?id=2413&code=7980

(where 7980 is OTO)

This could be done in one of three ways.

1. A URL is sequentially read from a list of URLs, each with a different number. The URL would not truly be OTO but with a suitable list length this would be acceptable. The list of URLs would need to be protected.

2. A number is sequentially read from a list of different numbers, and then appended to the base URL. The URL would not truly be OTO but with a suitable list length this would be acceptable. The list of numbers would need to be protected.

3. An OTO number or ‘passcode’ is generated using a seed and hash algorithm, and then appended to the base URL. This URL would be OTO. The seed would need to be protected.

Option 3, an OTO passcode generator, is the most secure option. OTO passcodes appended to URLs would provide a low to medium level of security suitable for applications like web-email login (i.e. low-mid level security, protecting low value information).

The method for generating OTO passcodes would use a simple hash algorithm to generate a unique code on each power-up (i.e. a “passcode”). The hash algorithm would be a part of the program stored on the USB chip of the autorun device. The chip would also have a “key”, stored in the program memory (i.e. an alpha-numeric string). If the “key” is unique for each device this would make it even more secure.

On power-up the USB chip would use the hash algorithm, the key, and the previous passcode to generate the next passcode (if it was the first power-up after production it would use the ID number instead of a previous passcode). The USB chip would store the passcode in the external memory ready for next time. Finally, the ID and passcode would be added to the URL, and the autorun process would start. The server receiving the URL would also know the algorithm and key and would calculate which passcode to expect. FIG. 36 shows a diagram of how the process might work.

For example, the final URLs might be:

1st Connection http://www.vc.com/login.cgi?userid=1234&passcode=15128

2nd Connection http://www.vc.com/login.cgi?userid=1234&passcode=11477

3rd Connection http://www.vc.com/login.cgi?userid=1234&passcode=15008

4th Connection etc. . . .
FIG. 36 illustrates the operation of this device.

The following sections will describe the detailed design and operation of some implementations.

USB Web-Mail Key

This device type is shown in FIG. 37. User 101 has newly subscribed to an internet email service, which can be accessed through an internet browser application, enabling him to view and send email messages from any personal computer with an internet connection.

A web-mail access apparatus 102 comprises a USB-compatible processor component; a USB connector; and external graphical elements (not shown) referring to the web-mail account and the web-mail service in general.

Personal Computer (PC) 103 has an internet connection 104; a USB port 105 and an Operating System (OS), incorporating software (e.g. USB HID profile) capable of receiving and processing keycodes (simulating key-strokes) from an external device (without requiring additional drivers); and Graphical User Interface (GUI) 106.

Upon user 101 connecting web-mail access apparatus 102 to the USB port of PC 103, the apparatus powers up and begins an initialisation process. On initialisation apparatus 102 enumerates as a HID keyboard interface and is recognised as such by the Operating System.

After the apparatus has been successfully initialised the apparatus transmits (in a timed sequence) an initial series of keycodes to the Operating System. Each keycode represents and simulates a keystroke, such as those performed when a user strikes a key on the PC keyboard. The initial series of keycodes is interpreted by the apparatus 102 to the PC 103 as interpreted by the Operating System as a sequence of keystrokes that launch software application 107. In this example, the software application 107 is a standard feature of the Operating System that enables direct access to programs, files, network paths and internet URLs—for example, Windows Run. In response to this keystroke sequence the Operating System launches the application.

After a programmed time period, (allowing time for the application to fully open) the apparatus 102 sends a second series of timed keycodes to the PC 103. This second series of keycodes is interpreted by the Operating System as a sequence of keystrokes that represent data entry to the application 107 in the form of a text string URL (Universal Resource Locator). In this example the URL represents the website of the internet email service subscribed to by user 101. In the preferred embodiment, the URL includes a command for automated user login (for example, a query string including username and password that will be processed by a script running on the server). The last keycode sent from the apparatus 102 to PC 103 is interpreted by the OS as a confirmation and execution command, and is sent to the application 107 (for example, the ENTER key). The first and/or second set of keycodes (or any other set) can include unique data—e.g. data identifying or authenticating a user and/or the apparatus 102.

Application 107 then opens the URL using the Operating System's default internet browser 108; the browser in turn displays the internet page of the web-mail service subscribed to by user 101. After initiating access to the URL, application 107 automatically closes (for illustration purposes the application is shown open in FIG. 37.)

In an alternative embodiment, where a higher level of security is desired, the URL entered into application 107 may not include a full command for automated login, but instead only a part of the login, such as the username. In this case, the web page reached by the URL is a login page for user 101, with only a password entry being required. The password may then be entered by the user in the traditional method using the keyboard or may be entered by apparatus 2 as an automated series of keycodes representing the password string: upon the user pressing a button on apparatus 102, once.

In the example embodiment of FIG. 37, the user 101 has previously subscribed to a web-mail service. Apparatus 102 has been pre-programmed (for example at the store where the subscription was purchased) with the user’s unique identifier information and thus represents his personal access to his web-mail. The web service is graphically represented on the case of the apparatus 102. The user thus becomes accustomed to thinking of his web-mail access as apparatus 102 and carries the apparatus with him; using it as a universal ‘key’ to access his email on any compatible internet-connected computer, simply and easily.

Since most Operating Systems include the necessary functionality (such as the HID software) allowing the application such as 107 to initiate web-mail access, the user can gain almost universal access, from a very wide range of computer terminals.

So, in use, user 101 connects web-mail access apparatus 102 to the USB port of an internet connected PC, such as 103. The apparatus then automatically sends a series of keycodes to the PC that control the Operating System 106 as previously described. This results in the default internet browser launching and automatically opening the internet page of the user’s web-mail service.

Technical and functional details of the web-mail key example embodiment are described below with reference to the figures.

FIG. 38 is a block diagram showing the functional components of apparatus 102 in more detail. Apparatus 102 comprises a USB connector 201; a USB-compatible microcontroller 202 and an external oscillator 203. USB microcontroller 202 comprises a CPU 204; a USB interface block 205; program memory 206; RAM 207; data memory 208; and an oscillator block 209.

USB microcontroller 202 is programmed with firmware (application code and USB descriptors) that enables apparatus 102 to enumerate as a HID keyboard interface when connected to a PC.

When apparatus 102 is connected to the USB port of a PC, USB microcontroller 202 powers up and begins to run firmware stored in program memory 206. After successfully enumerating as a HID keyboard, the microcontroller accesses data stored in data memory 208; the data having been pre-programmed and representing the action to be performed (in this example, control the OS to open the user’s web-mail internet page using the default internet browser). The data read from memory is an instruction set that enables the microcontroller to perform the action.

The USB microcontroller 202 then performs the action by interpreting the instruction set and sending a series of paged USB data packets (or reports to the PC via USB interface block 205; each packet of data sent representing a keycode (or combination of keycodes). This series of keycodes simulates a specific sequence of keystrokes that control the Operating System to carry out the action (in this example,
resulting in the default internet browser of the PC automatically launching and opening the internet page of the user's web-mail service).

[0529] FIG. 39 is a flow diagram showing the general sequence of events that occurs when apparatus 102 is connected to a PC so that a pre-programmed action is performed.

[0530] 301—Apparatus 102 is connected to the USB port of a PC

[0531] 302—Apparatus powers up

[0532] 303—Apparatus communicates with the PC and enumerates as a HID keyboard

[0533] 304—Instruction set is read from memory

[0534] 305—First keycode sequence is sent to PC

[0535] 306—Check instruction set for next keycode sequence

[0536] 307—Wait for a period; then send second keycode sequence

[0537] 308—End

[0538] FIG. 40 shows an alternative embodiment 401 of the apparatus, having a button, 411 used to initiate a second sequence of operations.

[0539] FIG. 41 is a block diagram showing the functional components of an apparatus 401. The apparatus comprises a USB connector, a USB-compatible microcontroller 502, an external oscillator 503, and a non-volatile memory 504. The microcontroller 502 may comprise a CPU 505; a USB interface block 506; program memory 507; RAM 508; data memory 509; an oscillator block 510; and a general purpose I/O port (GPIO) 510.

[0540] USB microcontroller 502 is programmed with firmware (application code and USB descriptors) that enables the apparatus to enumerate as a HID keyboard interface when connected to a PC and subsequently to transmit keycodes in timed sequences. When the apparatus is connected to the USB port of a PC, USB microcontroller 502 powers up and begins to run firmware stored in program memory 506. After successfully enumerating as a HID keyboard, the microcontroller accesses data stored in data memory 508; the data having been pre-programmed and representing the action to be performed (in this example, control the OS to open the user's web-mail internet page using the PC's default internet browser). The data read from memory is an instruction set that enables the microcontroller to perform the action.

[0541] The USB microcontroller 502 then performs part of the action by interpreting the instruction set and sending a series of paced USB data packets (or reports) to the PC via USB interface block 506; each packet of data sent representing a keycode (or combination of keycodes). This series of keycodes simulates a specific sequence of keystrokes that control the Operating System to carry out part of the action (in this example, resulting in the default internet browser of the PC automatically launching and opening the login page of the user's web-mail service). The microcontroller then waits for the user to press switch 511. When the switch is pressed a second series of keycodes are sent to the PC and the remaining part of the action is performed (in this example, the password is entered into the login page of the user's web-mail service).

[0542] FIG. 42 is a flow diagram showing the general sequence of events that occurs when apparatus 401 (including a button) is connected to a PC so that a set of pre-programmed actions is performed, followed by a user-initiated second sequence of pre-programmed actions.

[0543] 601—Apparatus is connected to the USB port of a PC

[0544] 602—Apparatus powers up

[0545] 603—Apparatus enumerates as a HID keyboard

[0546] 604—First instruction set is read from memory

[0547] 605—First keycode sequence is sent to PC

[0548] 606—Check instruction set for next keycode sequence

[0549] 607—Wait for a period; then send next keycode sequence

[0550] 608—Check for next instruction

[0551] 609—Wait for button press

[0552] 610—Next instruction set is read from memory

[0553] 611—Send next keycode sequence

[0554] 612—End

[0555] Examples of Variants

[0556] Selected alternative embodiments of the present invention are briefly described below. The example embodiments are described with reference to the figures.

[0557] FIG. 43 shows a 'superhero' toy which, when connected to a computer, opens an internet page containing the next episode of a web comic story.

[0558] Toy 701 comprises a USB processor component; and a USB connector and cable. Toy 701 may also incorporate sensors and electro-mechanical actuators; for example a solenoid-controlled mechanism to open and close the mouth of the toy, in response to signals either a) from a microphone sensor included in the toy, or b) from signals from the PC, for example representing 'modifier' keycode (such as 'Caps Lock' or 'Num-Lock').

[0559] Personal Computer (PC) 702 has an internet connection 705; a USB port 703; and an Operating System (OS) and Graphical User Interface (GUI).

[0560] When a user connects apparatus 701 to the USB port of PC 702, the apparatus powers up and initialises. On initialisation, apparatus 701 enumerates as a HID keyboard interface and is recognised by the Operating System.

[0561] After the apparatus has been successfully initialised the apparatus sends an initial series of paced keycodes to the Operating System. Each keycode represents a keystroke, such as are sent when a user strikes a key on the PC keyboard. The initial series of keycodes sent by the apparatus 701 to the PC 702 is interpreted by the Operating System as a sequence of keystrokes that universally launch a system software application. (In this example, the software application is a standard feature of the Operating System that enables direct access to programs, files, network paths and internet URLs—e.g. example, Windows Run). In response to this keystroke sequence the Operating System launches the application.

[0562] After a programmed time period, the apparatus 701 sends a second series of paced keycodes to the PC. This second series of keycodes are interpreted by the Operating System as a sequence of keystrokes that represent data entry to the system application in the form of a text string URL (Universal Resource Locator). The URL represents the internet page of the web comic story. In the preferred embodiment, the URL includes a user ID (for example, a query string including a user ID number that will be processed by a server side script). Passing a user ID to the remote server enables content to be unique to the user and/or different content to be accessed incrementally (for example, episode 1 of the story is shown when the apparatus is first connected; episode 2 on the second connection and so on).
The last keycode sent from the apparatus 701 to the PC is interpreted by the OS as a confirmation and execution command for the system application (for example, ENTER key). The system application then opens the URL using the Operating System’s default internet browser 704; the browser in turn displays the internet page of the web comic story.

So, in use, a user connects superhero toy 701 to the USB port of an internet-connected PC 702. The apparatus then automatically sends a series of keycodes to the PC that control the Operating System as previously described. This results in the default internet browser 704 launching and automatically opening an internet page containing the next episode of a web comic story.

Various enhancements to this example embodiment may be achieved by the addition of simple sensors and electro-mechanical actuators to the toy. For example, as the web comic story plays within the internet browser, the body parts of toy 701 may be animated by electro-magnets or miniature motors. The story on screen and the toy may then appear to interact with each other (for example, a character on the PC screen and the superhero toy 701 may move in unison); or the toy may appear to be enhanced by the multimedia capabilities of the PC (for example, audio from the PC, in the form of dialog in the superhero’s voice, may be synchronised with the automated mouth movements of toy 701). Adding simple sensors to toy 701, to detect push and rotation for example, may enable control of the content within internet browser 704 by means of manual mechanical interactions with toy 701.

A further enhancement is USB communication back from the PC 702 to the toy 701. This enables content within the internet browser to send commands to toy 701 and thus control the toy’s movements in response to specific timed events within the content (for example, a character within the story on screen may ask a question and the toy may reply with the mouth movements of the toy being synchronised with the audio).

It is desirable to maintain USB communication within a ‘driverless’ protocol. So for example, in the case of an interactive toy such as Toy 701, an additional USB interface (again using only standard system drivers) allows communication from the PC to the Toy 701, enabling signals (that can be interpreted by the processor of Toy 701) for control of the Toy 701 to be sent. Signals thus pass from the application, via the PC to the toy. For example, a generic HID interface or USB Audio interface may be used.

A significant advantage of the invention applied to toys is that the normal input devices such as a keyboard and mouse may be covered, disabled or removed entirely by unplugging from the PC for the duration of the interaction; thus ensuring that children playing with the PC by use of the Toy cannot access or damage other data held on the PC.

FIG. 44 shows an “etch-a-sketch” style toy which, when connected to a computer, opens a standard drawing application and enables the user to create drawings using a simple interface on the toy. Toy 801 comprises a USB processor component; a USB connector and cable; and a simple user interface 805. User interface 805 may for example comprise two rotary knobs and two push buttons. Personal Computer (PC) 802 has a USB port 803; and an Operating System (OS) and Graphical User Interface (GUI).

When a user connects apparatus 801 to the USB port of PC 802, the apparatus powers up and initialises. On initialisation, apparatus 802 enumerates as both a HID keyboard interface and a HID mouse interface and is recognised by the Operating System.

After the apparatus has been successfully initialised the apparatus sends an initial series of paced keycodes to the Operating System. Each keycode represents a keystroke, such as are sent when a user strikes a key on the PC keyboard. The initial series of keycodes sent by the apparatus 801 to the PC 802 are interpreted by the Operating System as a sequence of keystrokes that universally launch a system software application. (In this example, the software application is a standard feature of the Operating System that enables direct access to programs, files, network paths and internet URLs—for example, Windows Run). In response to this keystroke sequence the Operating System launches the application.

After a programmed time period, the apparatus 801 sends a second series of paced keycodes to the PC. This second series of keycodes are interpreted by the Operating System as a sequence of keystrokes that represent data entry to the system application in the form of a text string. The text string represents the name of a standard drawing application, such as Microsoft Paint.

The last keycode sent from the apparatus 801 to the PC is interpreted by the OS as a confirmation and execution command for the system application (for example, ENTER key). The system application then opens the drawing application 804.

After the drawing application has been opened, the user can use interface 805 to control the movement of the cursor within the drawing application on the PC screen and thus create drawings using the toy as a new input apparatus. When the interface is activated, data is sent from apparatus 801 to the PC representing mouse X, Y and button events (for example, turning a left rotary knob may cause data representing a mouse button press and cursor movements from left to right to be sent to the PC, resulting in a horizontal line being drawn within the drawing application).

Interface 805 may also be used to initiate other actions with the drawing application by sending keystroke sequences to the PC (for example, pressing a left button may cause a series of keycodes to be sent to the PC, resulting in the canvas being cleared). So, in use, a user connects toy 801 to the USB port of an internet connected PC 802. The apparatus then automatically sends a series of keycodes to the PC that control the Operating System as previously described. This results in a standard drawing application, such as Microsoft Paint, automatically launching. The user can then create drawings using interface 805 on the toy.

It can be appreciated from the above examples that there is significant value in the intuitive nature of the interaction, particularly for certain sections of the market such as children. The apparatus is either marked in such a way as to become associated visually with the action or actions it performs, for example by printed graphics and/or text; or is directly shaped into a configuration that is representative of the interaction, for example the ‘etch-a-sketch’ or ‘superhero’ configurations. In some cases, a proprietary shape may be used under license, such as a Disney® character (or characters), in both the apparatus and the content on the PC.

FIG. 45 shows a USB storage apparatus which, when connected to a computer, automatically opens a file stored within memory held on the apparatus itself. The file may be an application or any other type of file recognised by
the operating system. (This device is an extension of the invention in that it includes mass storage).

[0578] Apparatus 901 comprises a USB processor component; a mass storage component; and a USB connector. Personal Computer (PC) 902 has a USB port 903; and an Operating System (OS) and Graphical User Interface (GUI).

[0579] When a user connects apparatus 901 to the USB port of PC 902, the apparatus powers up and initialises. On initialisation, apparatus 902 enumerates as both a HID keyboard interface and a Mass Storage interface and is recognised by the Operating System.

[0580] After the apparatus has been successfully initialised the apparatus sends an initial series of paced keycodes to the Operating System. Each keycode represents a keystroke, such as are sent when a user strikes a key on the PC keyboard. The initial series of keycodes sent by the apparatus 901 to the PC 902 are interpreted by the Operating System as a sequence of keystrokes that universally launch a system software application. (In this example, the software application is a standard feature of the Operating System that enables direct access to programs, files, network paths and internet URLs—for example, Windows Run). In response to this keystroke sequence the Operating System launches the application.

[0581] After a programmed time period, the apparatus 901 sends a second series of paced keycodes to the PC. This second series of keycodes are interpreted by the Operating System as a sequence of keystrokes that represent data entry to the system application in the form of a text string. The text string represents the file-path of the file stored on the mass storage component of the apparatus 901.

[0582] The last keycode sent from the apparatus 901 to the PC is interpreted by the OS as a confirmation and execution command for the system application (for example, ENTER key). The system application then opens or runs the file and displays the result 904.

1-54. (canceled)

55. A portable, application-specific USB autorun device that, following connection to a computer terminal, automatically initialises or presents itself as a known type of device and then automatically sends to the terminal a sequence of data, the data complying with a standard protocol, that sequence of data automatically causing content to be accessed or a task to be initiated;

wherein the device (i) includes a standardised USB module that includes a USB microcontroller, the standardised module being designed to be attached to or embedded in multiple types of different, application specific packages but (ii) excludes mass memory storage for applications or end-user data.

56. The device of claim 55, in which the first sequence of data are keycodes, the keycodes complying with the human interface device (HID) keyboard standard protocol.

57. The device of claim 55 which (a) is operable as an application-specific USB autorun device because it is designed for solely a single application and (b) includes less than 64 MB memory.

58. The device of claim 55, in which the physical shape or marking of the packaging or housing of the device represents or is associated with the single application that the device performs.

59. The device of claim 55, in which the data automatically sent from the device to the terminal causes a URL to be sent by that terminal to open a specific website address and in which a unique device or user ID and password (or passcode) is appended to the URL and passed as parameters to a web server, so that the device and/or user can be identified.

60. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of accessing a user customised or personalised website, the device including a unique ID that acts as a permanent and portable cookie; so that, when the USB autorun device is connected to the terminal, it autoruns and opens a URL to user-customised or personalised pages on that website.

61. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of smart product tags, in which the device is adapted to be temporarily attached to a product and, when connected to the terminal, autoruns and opens a URL to a web site with information on the product.

62. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of gift vouchers or tokens, in which the device autoruns and opens a URL when connected to the terminal and the URL links to an online store where items can be purchased using the value of a voucher or token associated with the device.

63. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of loyalty cards, in which the device autoruns and opens the URL of a retailer's website or online store to enable the user to check, redeem or collect loyalty points.

64. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of simplifying usage of a computer, in which the device autoruns to automatically configure the computer in a specific way or open an application to a specific state.

65. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of operating a toy.

66. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of booking or tracking parcels or deliveries, in which the device autoruns to automatically open the URL of a website that includes booking or tracking information for a specific individual, specific company or specific parcel.

67. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of digital rights management, in which the device autoruns to provide a user's DRM key or other DRM related identifier.

68. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of internet gambling, in which the device autoruns to open a URL of a web based gambling.

69. The device of claim 55 which also contains data that automatically provides a predefine amount of credit.

70. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of secure on-line access, in which the device autoruns to open a URL of a secure web site and includes one-time-only (OTO) data in the URL so that the device can be authenticated by a server.

71. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of providing access to a digital version of a document, the device being adapted to be physically associated with a paper copy of that document but, when inserted into the terminal, autoruns to open the URL for the digital version of the document.

72. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of online photo management and sharing, in which the device autoruns and opens the URL of the photo management and sharing service.

73. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of accessing collaborative tools, in which the device autoruns and opens the URL of a web-based collaboration tool.
74. The device of claim 55, which is specific to the application of internet radio, in which the device autoruns and opens the URL of an internet radio station and the URL links to a live audio stream that could either be played within the browser or could automatically redirect to launch a software media player.

* * * * *